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ABSTRACT

There is an absence of literature outlining the concepts which
apply to alternative education.

This study attempted to present a con-

ceptual framework that is appropriate in developing alternative programs.

It emphasized the process of personal relationships among the

participants.

A specific theory of personal processes was used to

develop the conceptual framework.

This study was descriptive in nature

and limited to literature spanning the past twenty-five years.
The contention of this study was that America needs to perpetuate the ideal of democracy through the educational system.

Schools must

create a democratic setting where people have choices and responsibility
for all important aspects of their lives.

Warm, productive, and per-

sonal relationships within the learning atmosphere were also considered
crucial in this effort.

It was suggested that a "Theory of Personal

Processes" devised by Barnes could be used as a referent in attempting
to behave democratically.

This theory was used to develop a conceptual

framework for alternative programming.
The process of developing the democratic relationships which
could form the behavioral framework for alternative schools consists of
five categories:
5) Accompany.
categories.

1) Contact, 2) Consult, 3) Find, 4) Share, and

Each category is broken into separate and distinct subFor Contact they are Observe, Inform, Accept, and Choice.

Consult includes Question, Listen, Concern, and Choice.
rates Discover and Identify Interest.
vii
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~ind

incorpo-

Share uses Clarify Desired

viii
Outcome, Consider Choices, Plan of Action, Ownership, Accept, and
Observe.

Accompany utilizes Doing It, Question, Observe, Reflect, and

Accept.
Initially, a separate chapter on the review of the literature is
presented.

This is followed by an exploration of each category and its

subcategories in separate chapters.

The philosophy and literature sup-

porting each category and its subcategories are discussed extensively
within each chapter.
A final chapter summarizes the information presented.

It was

suggested that democratic processes can be productive if incorporated
into the behavioral framework of alternative education.

Such processes

tend to produce warm and accepting relationships which foster productive
learning .

. ":-"'~ ---_.1.-:

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In response to the apparent lack in meeting the needs of many
school students, education has been under careful scrutiny.

Montagu

(1962, p. 50), reflecting on this, suggested:
The continuing traditional methods of education have really
nothing whatsoever to do with the functions and purposes of a
genuine education, namely to nourish and to cause the individual's uniqueness and creativity to grow. On the contrary, what
traditional education for the most part succeeds in achieving is
the frustration of the individual's uniqueness and creativity.
Goodman (1970, p. 212) commented, "The concept which is developed in the
classroom is not an act of intellect grasping the world at all, but is a
method of adjustment to the classroom, the constricted seats, the schedule, the teacher's expectations, and the boring subject matter to which
one must pay attention."

Smith (1974, p. 7) took note of the incongru-

ities of operating schools bureaucratically when he stated, "This traditional model of schooling, which has dominated public education in this
country, was imported directly from Western Europe, and was certainly
not designed for a constitutional democracy."
It does appear that a re-evaluation of the traditional school
system is needed.

An alternative school movement has developed over the

past several decades as a partial response to the above-mentioned syndrome.

Student dissatisfaction, apathy, and underachievement, in impor-

tant part, explain the beginnings of a number of today's alternative

1
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schools (Raywid,

1981).

The alternative method of education attempts to

address these important issues.
The alternative method, according to Glatthorn (1975, p. 18), is
used to address a crucial task of educators, that is, "creating learning
communities where each person feels known, is valued, and receives
respect."

In large bureaucratic institutions, these goals are much less

attainable than in small alternative schools.

Montagu (1962, p. 61)

reflected on this situation, observing, "Participation in the processes
of one's own education, at every level, should constitute an essential
part of the educational experience."

The Carnegie Council on Policy

Studies in Higher Education (1979) produced studies which indicated that
one-half of the high school graduates questioned felt their high school
experience~

were not even "fairly useful" or "valuable."

It becomes

quite clear why the alternative movement has been a significant development.

While it seems clear that the needs of all students must be

served, only in alternative education is the concept of meeting the
individual needs of all students put into consistent use and practiced
daily (DeTurk, 1974).
Whatever the reasons, the alternative education concept appears
to have an impact on educational thought, yet the research in this field
is quite limited.

Most such studies tend to congregate around 1) the

alternative school versus the traditional school, 2) the academic performance of the participants, 3) the program structure and its application and evaluation, and 4) studies of curriculum.
There is a lacuna in present research findings regarding the
conceptual frameworks upon which alternative programs are fabricated .

.":--0'" --:--- __ -1-
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It is not clear as to what the specific structural concepts are which
undergird the alternative education movement.

It did appear that one

approach in detailing these concepts was to study the background literature on alternative education to identify potential concepts.

AnoLher

approach to the matter of identifying such concepts was to consult with
participants of alternative programs to discover what concepts might
inhere.
Another educational approach which recommends individuality and
personal growth as an integral part of one's education is the outdoor
experiences movement.

Various studies (Copen, 1980; Cardwell, 1976;

Murphy, 1976; Porter, 1975; Schulze, 1970) have shown that these programs offer opportunities for the participants to attain significant
changes in self-worth, acceptance of others, and in building relationships that are warm, intimate, and equal.
The people who are drawn to these experiences tend to be those
who are "dissatisfied both with the education they are receiving and
with their own personal values and life style" (Schulze, 1970, p. 1).
As with alternative education, outdoor education tends to feature
intense personal relationships at the crux of the learning situation.
The teacher, as Montagu (1962, p. 55) noted, "should be before everything else, one who cares for the student, is involved in his welfare,
is nourishing, stimulating, and supportive; . . . he treats each student
as an individual in his own right and encourages him to develop his own
uniqueness."
There is also a paucity of literature on outdoor experiences
which are linked with alternative education.

A composite picture of the

4

conceptual framework behind alternative and outdoor education was const~ucted

by looking at a variety of indoor and outdoor alternative

experiences.

Statement of the Problem
In this study, the following question guided the exploration of
the investigation:

What conceptual framework might be appropriate in

developing alternative schools which emphasize the process of personal
relationships among the participants?

Assumptions Underlying the Problem
The following assumptions were made regarding the problem:
1.

A review of literature using a specific theory of personal processes can be productive in developing a conceptual framework.

2.

The interpersonal subjectivity of participant/observers of
alternative programs can be valuable as a source of data.

3.

A theory based on personal relationships is useful in developing
this study.

Limitations of the Study
The following limitations operated throughout this study:
1.

This

investiga~ion

was limited to a specific theory of personal

relationships.
2.

This investigation was limited in its review of related literature to the development of alternative and outdoor programs
spanning the past twenty-five years.

3.

This investigation was descriptive in nature.

:.~.:- ...... -~~-.!,..:.
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Definition of Terms
The following definitions were utilized throughout this
investigation:
"An alternative program is one which is a small school which
students may choose to attend in place of the conventional school,
that's significantly different from conventional school, and typically
emphasizes a high degree of staff and student involvement in decision
making" (Glatthorn, 1975, p. 11).

In this study, the underlying impli-

cations suggest choice and acceptance as rightful states of hUmanness.
Warm, personal relationships between teacher and student are the main
focus of the alternative program.
Participant/observers are persons involved in the action who
note the events and the environment at the moment of action (Combs).
They are observers whose perceptions and perspectives of the relationships and experiences of their fellow participants within a particular
program are provided.
Personal relationships occur among individuals where warmth,
caring, and acceptance are nourished.
Personal processes, as explained by Barnes and Tidwell (1974a),
are a way of living that stresses individual worth and integrity of
human personality in which individuals conduct social relationships on a
plane of mutual respect, cooperation, tolerance, and fair play and a way
of living ordered to help each individual develop himself.

It can be

used interchangeably with democratic processes.
Outdoor experiences, as a term, is used interchangeably with
"wilderness experiences."

, ", ........ "-no... ..:-

It involves intense personal and individual

6
experiences through the guide of an outdoor component.

The environmen-

tal setting and the student's interaction with nature foster education
through reality.
Indoor experiences is a term used interchangeably with
"classroom experiences."

This is an approach to education where the

classroom is any place where learning occurs.

A primary goal is for

students to acquire confidence and basic skills to take charge of their
lives (Gibbons, 1984).
Structure is the idiosyncratic and unique social construction of
reality that interpenetrates all human actions and interactions.

It is

the way the participants interact and relate.

Significance of the Study
It appeared that personal relationships figure importantly in
successful learning (Maslow, 1971; Rogers, 1969).

Raywid (1981) has

suggested that much of the difference between alternative and other
schools lies with the nature and breadth of teacher-student relationships.

The true conceptual framework behind this idea and how it

relates to alternative education has not received significant attention.
There are over 2,500 alternative schools in this country (Raywid, 1981),
yet few, if any, studies have investigated the theoretical concepts
behind these programs.
A different approach to better understanding the concepts of
personal relationships and their significance seemed to be to look at
outdoor adventure programs.

These often provide learning climates that

are enhancing to both the student and the staff.

.":--'"
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In these programs,
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professionals cannot hide behind their jargon.

This, in turn, builds a

trust and appreciation of human relations (Cardwell, 1976; Schulze,
1970).

Studies have shown that students have changed their perceptions

of their teachers in a positive direction after outdoor programs
(Bateson, 1981; Godfrey,

1972; Rhoades, 1972).

It appeared that com-

bining outdoor programs with alternative education was an optimum and
complementary way to bring out the Theory of Personal Processes.
There are few studies which try to determine the educational
concepts that run through the history of alternative education.

There-

fore, this study attempted to do precisely that.

Summary
This study was descriptive in nature.

It used participants'

perceptions and a historical search through relevant literature.
The body of this study is broken into several different sections.

Chapters 1 and 2 introduce the problem and procedures of this

study.

Chapter 3 consists of the review of the literature.

five chapters define the conceptual framework in detail.
chapter analyzes the data and summarizes the findings .

.'~:-
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The next

The final

CHAPTER 2

APPROACH

This investigation developed out of a need for a conceptual
framework for alternative education programs which emphasize personal
relationships.

A qualitative approach was used in this study since, as

Best (1959) explained, it is concerned with conditions and relationships
that exist; beliefs, points of view, or attitudes that are held; processes that are going on; effects that are being felt; or trends that are
developing.
De9criptive studies have the advantage of allowing the investigator to participate in, observe, and record the data and events discovered with a minimum of constraints.

According to Mouly (1963), qual-

itative research has as its purpose establishing the status of the phenomenon under investigation.

A descriptive approach, moreover, allows

material "rich in description of people, places, and conversations not
easily handled by statistical· procedures" (Bogdan and Bicklen, 1982,
p. 2).

Design of the Study
The first section of this study is an extensive search through
related literature.

This review of the literature of the behavioral

sciences, which tended to relate to the humanistic approach to learning,
produced a theoretical base upon which the conceptual framework was
developed.

This theoretical base was drawn out as the most appropriate
8
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theory for all alternative education participants.

The specific theory

of personal relationships was systematically applied to the review of
literature in alternative education.

The review of literature included

both outdoor and indoor alternative education.
Interspersed within the literature review are comments of recognized participant/observers and developers of alternative programs.
There are three concepts for participant/observers that are relevant to
this study:

1) the participant/observer shares in the life activities

and the sentiments of the people in face-to-face relationships, 2) the
participant/observer is a normal part of the culture and the life of the
people under observation, and 3) the participant/observer and his role
reflect social

~~ocesses

of living in society (Bruyn, 1966, pp. 13-20).

In collecting the data, much use was made of the unstructured
interview.

Mouly (1963) believed this would allow the respondent

greater freedom in discussing a topic of significance, as well as be
most appropriate for getting insight in the early stages of investigation.

In accordance with personal contact, "when skillfully used as a

sociological tool, questioning frequently reveals dormant aspects of the
system which are not acted out while the observer watches, and which may
also be concealed from the other group members" (Riley,

1963, p. 167).

Finally, important and generally non-recognized participants in
alternative programs emphasizing personal processes were consulted
regarding their views.

Students, parents, teachers, and professionals

concerned with human services were personally contacted.
observations yielded much data for this study.

........

:
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Interviews and
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Method for Reporting Data
As the search of the literature proceeded, various concepts were
developed.

These concepts, with their roots in a specific theory of

personal relationships, developed into a conceptual framework for alternative programs.

This investigation describes the framework in detail.

As each concept of the framework developed, it was discussed in a separate chapter.
Thus, Chapters 1 and 2 are an introduction to the problem and
the procedures for the study.

The third chapter summarizes the review

of the literature and the development of the conceptual framework.
Chapters 4 through 8 each provides in detail a specific concept and its
development, including where in history the concept has been significant, how it applies to alternative education, and its derivation from a
theory of personal relationships.

A final chapter analyzes and summa-

rizes the data collected.

Summary
The research design for this study had three areas of consideration:

1) selected historical review of scholarly works concerning edu-

cation, 2) a review of literature regarding alternative education with a
specific theory of personal processes as a guide, and 3) feedback from
recognized contributors to the field of alternative education.
The data are reported in qualitative terminology.

The concep-

tual framework which arises from this study is descriptive in nature.

"' _.-, .. ~-- ..!-

CHAPTER 3

RELATED LITERATURE

Introduction
The explanation for the development of the alternative school
movement has received considerable attention.

Montagu stated that the

continuing traditional methods of education have really nothing whatever
to do with the functions and purposes of a genuine education, namely, to
nourish and to cause the individual's uniqueness and creativity to grow.
On the contrary, Montagu held that what traditional education, for the
most part, succeeds in achieving is the frustration of the individual's
uniqueness and creativity.

He even went so far as to call the tradi-

tional schools assembly lines or factories (Montagu, 1962, p. 50).

In

1859, John Stuart Mill, according to Smith, Barr, and Burke (1976,
p. 1), suggested that "an education established and controlled by the
state should only exist, if it exists at all, as one among many competing experiments, carried on for the purpose of example and stimulus,
to keep the others up to a certain standard of excellence."
A recent survey by Abram and Cobb (1984) on reasons for dropping
out of school claimed school was not teaching students what they wanted
to know.

It appears that many high school and junior high school stu-

dents are getting little from school because they fail to see the relevance to their future lives of what the school is attempting to teach
them (Carnegie Council on Policy Studies in Higher Education, 1979,

11
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p. 107).

The Carnegie Council (1979, p. 1) reported that nearly one-

half of the 1960 high school students in the "Project Talent" survey,
when questioned in a follow-up survey eleven years later, did not consider their high school experiences to have been "valuable" or even
-" fairly useful."
Silberman (1970, p. 10) commented that "it is not possible to
spend any prolonged period visiting public school classrooms without
being appalled by the mutilation visible everywhere--mutilation of spontaneity, of joy in learning, of pleasure in creating, of sense of self."
At another point he observed, "Schools discourage students from developing the capacity to learn by and for themselves; they make it impossible for a youngster to take responsibility for his own education, for
they are structured in such a way as tu make students totally dependent
upon the teachers" (Silberman, 1970, p. 135).
Stoughton (1976, p. 2), in a report to the North Central Association, discovered that out of 1,000 students entering as freshmen in
Arizona high schools 367 would not graduate at their scheduled time.
Snow (1982, p. 14) asserted that "we now need to redefine and recreate
the student role in learning."
In any event, student dissatisfaction, apathy, and underachievement explain the beginnings of a number of today's alternative schools
(Raywid, 1981).

At every stage of children's development, schools,

according to Glatthorn (1975, p. 10), should be offering them and their
parents a variety of learning environments, of curricula, and teaching
styles through small autonomous units.

Watson (1972, p. 1) commented

that "alternative programs enable communities to avoid having to decide

.":-"~'
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between traditional and innovative schools.

Instead, they offer a range

of different options for different needs--and for all types of
students."
Glatthorn suggested that, in an age of alienation, the most
critical task for educators is to create learning communities where each
person feels known, is valued, and receives respect.

He continued that

these fuzzy, imprecise goals may be more attainable in a small alternative school than they are in a large bureaucratic institution
(Glatthorn, 1975, p. 18).
country's beliefs.

Education does not seem to follow with our

Counts stated, "Our philosophy of education should

be securely rooted in the democratic-revolutionary tradition of the
American people.

It should aim to foster in boys and girls a profound

sense of human worth" (Dennis and Eaton, 1980, p. 111).

Counts believed

that, if America is not to be false to the promise of her youth, she
must do more than simply perpetuate the democratic ideal of human relationships, she must make an intelligent and determined effort to fulfill
it (Dennis and Eaton, 1980, p. 99).

Kohl (1969, p. 78) pointed out that

"a free way of existing is not necessarily an easy way of existing.
Autonomy, the ability to make one's own decisions, and self-direction,
the ability to act on one's decisions, can be quite painful to people
who have

g~own

up in an authoritarian system."

Gibbons (1984, p. 595)

advised that, "by teaching our students to function successfully as
self-directed learners, we are also helping them to develop inner characteristics that will serve them well in other spheres."
Much of the difference between alternative and other schools
lies in the nature and breadth of teacher-student relationships (Raywid,

",:--" ..... _ - .••!.-
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1981).

The feature most frequently cited in alternative programs as

being special is human relationships.
alternative education:

Smith (1976, p. 57) found that in

1) teachers treat students as people and treat

them with respect; 2) teachers establish warm, friendly, and even affectionate relationships with students; 3) teachers allow students freedom
along with responsibilities; 4) teachers

creat~

a casual, low-pressure

atmosphere; and 5) teachers show a genuine interest in students. In
alternative schools, emphasis is placed on interpersonal skills and
attitudes of respect, caring, and trust.

Chandler (1983, pp. 12-14)

noted that, in alternative schools, teachers appear to feel that relationships between students and teachers are as important as the
curriculum.
Democratic processes, and especially the sharing of power
through participation, are cornerstones of democracy (Association for
Supervision and Curriculum Development, 1972, p. 91).

Farber (1970,

p. 32) claimed "our textbooks may teach one kind of political system but
the method by which our schools operate teach another."

The alternative

public schools have a commitment to be more responsive to some need
within their communities than the conventional schools have been (Smith,
1974, p. 18).

One of these needs is a democratic society where people

have choices in all important aspects of their liveG.
Copen and Lebwohl (1984, p. 602) devised educational aims that
tend to accelerate individual effectiveness of students.

These include:

1) confidence and trust in oneself, a self-esteem; 2) responsibility-choice plus accountability (not blame); 3) attitude--the wayan individual thinks or feels about something (positive attitudes turn failure

15

into an opportunity to learn and grow, whereas negative attitudes become
self-fulfilling prophecies and stifle the willingness to try new
things); and 4) skills--the abilities to do a job.

Many of these steps

can be accomplished through outdoor experiences.
Many alternative schools choose to incorporate outdoor experiences into their curriculum.

According to Cardwell (1976, p. 5), there

are basic outdoor components which must be emphasized in the establishment of any outdoor experience.

These are:

1) physical and/or mental

challenge; 2) clear and unavoidable tasks; 3) occasional confrontations
with fear, i.e., heights, solitude; 4) continuing involvement in adventure; 5) overcoming of a seemingly impossible task and/or challenge;
6) immediate results and relevant consequences; and 7) a positive experience.

The reasoning behind this addition of outdoor experiences lies

in the results of many studies.
"Activities which are challenging, exciting, exhilarating, and
which possess immediate results are readily grasped and understood.
They speak deeply to the needs of students to feel competent" (Cardwell,
1976, p. 7).

These programs assist students to become aware of their

potential and aid them in establishing a desire for achievement.

They

are helped to discover their own qualities as well as to develop pride
and a better self-image (Cardwell, 1976, p. 5).

Cardwell (1976, p. 7)

discovered "the alternative environment of nature demands a change in
outlook and an adjustment on the part of an individual that can often
catalyze further growth and change."

These changes centered around per-

ceptions of teachers in a positive direction {Bateson, 1981), significantly higher school adjustments and significantly fewer court contacts

:::----
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(carter~

1980), positive change in self-concept (Dickinson, 1979; Nye,

1975; Murphy, 1976; Stremba, 1972; Wetmore, 1972), an improvement in
grade-point average average (Smith, 1971), a positive change in moral
judgment (Winkie, 1976}, and higher levels of self-actualization (Vogel,
1979) .
A significant factor which affects behavior is the self-concept
(Combs, Avila, and Purkey,

1971, p. 39).

Porter (1975, p. 5) stated

that outdoor experience, if structured correctly, "strengthens selfconcept and this increased self-concept generalizes to one's
about academic ability."
can limit what he will be.

f~eling

For each student, an awareness of who he is
The tremendous impact of a person's self-

perception on his behavior and functioning has only recently been
clearly highlighted (Combs, Richards, and Richards, 1949, p. 276).

One

of the primary goals of the educator could be to aid the student in the
formation of a self that is positive and definitive.
Silberman (1970, p. 312) felt that to develop positive selfimage teachers would have to make clear to each child that he is a person of worth, and to respond to his behavior in ways that would convey a
sense of trust and affection.

To achieve any form of self-concept that

is permanent, the student needs to participate in the process.
Silberman (1970, p. 135) stated that "most schools in practice define
education as something teachers do to and for students, not something
students do to and for themselves, with a teacher's assistance."
Schulze (1970, p. 6) discovered in outdoor experiences that the students
found the responsibilities loomed large and were invigorating; they
found, too, that they could meet these responsibilities .

....:-- .. ,
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Alternative school programs pT.ide themselves on being defined as
significantly different from conventional schools because they typically
emphasize a high degree of staff and student involvement in decision
making (Glatthorn, 1975, p. 11).

Participation, in the democratic sense

of the word, can be an experience providing each person a full sense of
involvement in the ongoing activity.

Milner (1980, p. 9) reported that

involvement suggests the establishment of working relationships, that
is, personal relationships, with other persons engaged in the shared
activity.
Participation in the processes of one's own education at every
u

level, according to Montagu (1962, p. 61), should constitute an essential part of the educational experience.

The teacher may have every

intention of behaving democratically in the classroom, but as Brewer and
Tidwell (1977, p. 6) stated, democratic intent does not necessarily produce democratic behavior.

The method of teaching is fundamental, for

the method is the message.

What is most important, stated Montagu

(1962, p. 60), is not what one teaches, but how.

A Conceptual Framework for Personal Processes
Although the need and strengths· behind the alternative education
movement have been well-documented, the process needed to achieve these
productive relationships within the programs is lacking.
Democratic Classrooms:

In his book,

Theory and Behavior, Barnes (1977) formulated a

theory which can be used as a core for describing certain democratic
relationships.

This theory of democratic processes in classrooms is

constructed of two sections.

,":--'-
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The second section, labeled "Other
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Direction," seemed appropriate for this writer in developing a conceptual framework on which to build alternative programs.
"actions" portion of the theory.

It is the

It defines categories that are easily

observable and can result in personal relationships that are warm and
productive in the classroom.
Allen et al.

(1970, pp. 25-26) stated:

We believe that the main influence of the teacher in the classroom occurs in his moment-by-moment interaction with students.
The attitude of the teacher, and those of his students, flavor
every relationship between them. The way this interaction
develops tends to establish limits to the opportunities students
have for participation, for making choices which appear significant to them and for the thought processes they develop and use.
The process by which a student and teacher develop a personal relationship within a learning atmosphere can be considered crucial.

Gibbons

(1984, p. 596) recognized that, "when we regularly challenge them [the
students] to challenge themselves, we encourage them to set demanding
goals and to take on demanding tasks that plunge them into new experiences or propel them toward new levels of performance."
Barnes (1977) broke the process into steps and labeled them:
1) Contact, 2) Consult, 3) Find, 4) Share, and 5) Accompany.

From these

categories, this writer developed a conceptual framework for alternative
programming.

Summary
In this chapter, the reasons behind the introduction of alternative education were presented.

The significance and incorporation of

outdoor experiences into alternative education was explored.
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A theoretical framework which could be applied to alternative
programming was offered.

The general categories of the theoretical

framework, i.e., Contact, Consult, Find, Share, and Accompany, were presented.

The following chapters elaborate on each of these terms.

theoretical framework in outline form is as follows:

1.

Contact
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4

2.

Consult
2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4

3.

Discover
Identify Interest

Share
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

5.

Question
Listen
Concern
Choice

Find
3.1
3.2

4.

Observe
Inform
Accept
Choice

Clarify Desired Outcome
Consider Choices
Plan of Action
Ownership
Accept
Observe

Accompany
5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5

Doing It
Question
Observe
Reflect
Accept

The

CHAPTER 4

CONTACT

Introduction
The primary goal of the educator seems to be the implementation
of the student's finer self and assisting the student in his quest for
self-concept.

Additionally, the teacher should want to provide a cli-

mate of democracy where all participants are equal and accepted as such.
Elliot (1982, p. 1) believed that the difficulty in achieving democracy
has been that more attention is paid to defending it as a philosophy
than to developing it as a fully functioning action system in the lives
of people.

In addition, Counts felt "our philosophy of education should

be securely rooted in the democratic-revolutionary tradition of the
American people.

It should aim to foster in boys and girls a profound

sense of human worth" (Dennis and Eaton, 1980, p. 111).

He then con-

tinued, "If America is not to be false to the promise of her youth, she
must do more than simply penetrate the democratic ideal of human relationships, she must make an intelligent and determined effort to fulfill
it" (Counts, cited in Dennis and Eaton, 1980, p. 99).

As Glatthorn

(1975, p. 186) claimed, "those who live in a community that operates
democratically are more likely to internalize democratic values and ways
of being."
In the traditional classroom, according to Silberman (1970,
p. 324), the "teacher-student relationship is a form of

20
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institutionalized dominance and subordination • . . the values they
transmit are the values of docility, passivity, conformity and lack of
trust."

One major difference between traditional schools and the alter-

native program lies in the importance of establishing warm relationships
between students and teachers (U.S. Department of Justice, 1980, p. iv).
Smith (1976, p. 48) suggested that, "in schools, particular programs or
organizational patterns are not important.

The important thing is the

human element . . . teachers who combine a sense of humanity and justice
in dealing with young people with the requisite knowledge and teaching
skills."
What would be ideal in the realm of education would be "a democratic classroom where pupils and teacher find ways of functioning
together without invoking arbitrary or absolute authority"
p. 22).

(Kohl, 1969,

What we need, according to Duke (1978, p. 46), is "democratic

relations in which teachers relate to students in an informal, particularistic, egalitarian way."

Rogers (1969, pp. 105-106) added:

We know . . . that the initiation of learning rests not upon the
teaching skills of the teacher, not upon his scholarly knowledge
of the field, not upon his use of audio-visual aids, not upon
the programmed learning he utilizes, not upon his lectures and
presentations, not upon an abundance of books, though each of
these might at one time or another be utilized as an important
resource. No, the facilitation of learning rests upon certain
attitudinal qualities which exist in the personal relationships
between the facilitator and the learner.
Coltrin (1974, p. 12) presumed the relationship which develops
between the teacher and the student can range from situations of total
teacher direction with no concern for student interests, to situations
of openness where student interests are the basis of the classwork.
magnitude of classroom behaviors displayed is a direct result of the
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range cif relationships.

"Human relationships and behavioral patterns in

the classroom should be considered an important phase of the student's
school life" (Cronbach, 1963, pp. 32-52).
Personal relationships commence with the teacher making contact
with the students.

Through this contact, if conducted on a personal

level, the student grasps a willingness on the teacher's part for them
to work together.

To make contact is the first step in acknowledging

the other person as his own being.

"Significant contact with pupils is

most effectively established and maintained when the content and method
of instruction have an affective basis.

That is, if educators are able

to discover the feelings, fears, and wishes that move pupils emotionally, they can more effectively engage pupils from any background"
(Weinstein and Fantini, 1970, p. 10).
Perls, Hefferline, and Goodman (1951, pp. 121-122) considered
that, "when persons are in contact, they not only respect their own and
the other's opinions, tastes, and responsibilities but actively welcome
an animation and excitement of the airing of disagreements."

MacCracken

(1975, p. 29) stated, "You can instill a hundred techniques in a
teacher, having her memorize thousands of technical terms; but if she
cannot make contact with the children they are useless."

Any meaningful

personal relationship is initiated and sustained through contact.
Sterman (1976, p. 16) defined contact as a process by which a
teacher makes an initial move to form some sort of relationship with a
student.

Barnes and Tidwell (1974) proposed contact as the preliminary

act of establishing warm, personal relationships.

It is the way one

meets and relates to another person during the initial phase of
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interaction (Zunin and Zunin, 1972, p. 3).

It is through the process of

Contact that the teacher can begin to perceive the various characteristics of the student (and vice versa).
tified within the process of Contact.

Various behaviors can be idenThese are:

Observe, Inform,

Accept, and Choice.

Observe
The first discernible behavior within Contact is Observe.

As

Contact sets the stage for interaction to occur, observation may possibly introduce Contact.
The attitudes and behaviors the teacher models in the classroom
will pervade the atmosphere of the group.
of the classroom.

The teacher sets the ambience

If the teacher sets a mood of distrust and apathy,

the climate of the class will be affected by these.

The warmth and con-

cern generated by the teacher will be observed by all who enter the
classroom.

"The method of teaching is fundamental, for the method is

the message • . . what is most important is not what one teaches, but
how"

(Montagu, 1962, p. 60).
Upon opening contact, the student tends to carefully observe the

teacher, while the teacher tends to carefully observe the student.
Observation implies regarding each member of the group as an individual
and unique person, as well as possessing no preconceived expectations
for the person.
Combs (1962, p. 76) felt:
If we can understand how a person is perceiving right now, we
may be able to help him change his behavior even if we do not
know tow he got this way. That is, if human behavior is a function of perception and if perception exists in the present, then

•.•. : - ... --:---_
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it should be possible to change behavior if we can change present perceptions. This opens vast new possibilities for
education.
Whatever the student's preconceptions, upon first contact, he will tend
to see the teacher as he is.
"Perhaps the most basic attitude of a teacher is realness or
genuineness.

When the facilitator is a real person entering into a

relationship with the learner without presenting a front or a facade, he
is most likely to be effective" (Rogers, 1969, p. 106).

Studies have

shown that students are influenced by and may imitate their teacher's
behaviors and values (Portuges and Feshbach, 1968; Ross, 1966; Bandura
and Walters, 1964).

These are transmitted to the student through obser-

vation on the student's part.

The teacher must set a democratic example

and watch to see who and what the student is and allow that to be.

Kohl

(1969, p. 18) presented the idea that the teacher must learn to perceive
differences, but these should emerge from what actually happens in the
classroom during the school year and not from preconceptions.

"Learning

is a process of acquiring values from the environment" (Neill, 1960,
p. 254).

For honest and true observation, the
to what the student is saying.

teach~r

listens competently

Lembo (1971, p. 74) believed competent

and empathetic listening is, perhaps, the most basic and most necessary
condition for facilitating the development of an open and trusting relationship.

The teacher will hear not only words, but will observe the

student's feelings and meanings.

In addition, the teacher should strive

to be open and not prejudge any student.

Each day the student enters

the classroom the teacher should try to be unbiased and allow the
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student to be the best he can be.

Studies have shown the crucialness of

this concept in that what the teacher believes or expects of the student
is what the teacher generally will receive (Brookover, 1965, 1967; Fink,
1962; Davidson and Lang, 1960).

"If the record cards indicate that sev-

eral pupils are particularly troublesome, and if the teacher singles
them out when they enter, and if the teacher treats them differently
from the other students .

the students will sense this and act in

the manner expected of them.

Thus the teacher traps both himself and

his pupils into repeating patterns that have been set for years"
1969, p. 16).

(Kohl,

If the teacher makes any prejudgment of his student, it

is highly likely that it will come true.

Brown (1971, p. 8) added,

"Once a student is categorized and classified, it is psychologically and
practically almost impossible for him to break out of his category.
Once branded 'slow' or a 'failure' he is immutably branded.

Those thus

defined react in predictable ways."
For the student-teacher relationship to be productive and useful,

it would seem the teacher must observe the student in his inter-

actions and not place limitations or expectations on the student.

The

teacher could also model appropriate and honest behavior which the students can, in return, observe and learn from.

Inform
In the alternative school, upon first appearance of a new student, the "old" students generally take it upon themselves as part of
the contact procedure to inform new students about the nature of the
program.

~.
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They orient the new student as to the structure {see
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definition, p. 6) of the program.

This includes not only whatever rules

and procedures may exist, but the general "how things are done."
"Even the most fleeting contact with someone entails some
involvement.
verbally"

Involvement entails.communication, verbally and/or non-

(Zunin and Zunin,

1972, p. 149).

Contact can be synonymous

with a reaching out from one person to another.

Contact is not limited

to merely an observation, but expands to a reaching out across the
realms of interpersonal experiences.

This behavior is labeled Inform.

Inform can be described as in contact "the way one meets and relates to
another person during the inital phase of the interaction" (Zunin and
Zunin, 1972, p. 3).
The social notion that a person can be lonely even when there
are many people around has been noted by Moustakas and Perry (1973,
pp. 34-35).

In traditional schools, the classroom can be a place where

participants seldom take notice of each other, fail to enter into discussion with one another, and run aground when it comes to sharing.
Such classroom and societal behaviors can produce feelings of alienation,

loneliness, isolation, etc.

Fromm (1947, p. 51) claimed that

people are alone and related at the same time.
judge experiences all alone.

They make decisions or

However, he stated, they cannot bear sepa-

rateness or to be completely unrelated.
Democratic relationships as found in some alternative programs
can offset this feeling of separateness through personal contact.

Being

democratic fosters a feeling in the participants of self-orientation as
well as others-orientation (Brewer and Tidwell,

1977).

Classrooms that

employ personal processes tend to create an ambience in which those

,",:--'"
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involved can relate in non-threatening, responsive, and trusting ways
(Sterman, 1976, p. 2).
Rogers (1969, p. 167) suggested that each person prefers personal relationships rather than relationships where roles are acted out.
The role relationships, he continued, appear as a mask worn by one or
both participants so that the real self does not emerge in the
interaction.
Through the method of Inform, the teacher and students welcome
another student through a process of making warm and personal contact
and orienting the student to the structure of "their" program.

Thus, by

definition of democracy, all must be involved and equal.

Accept
For a trusting relationship to occur between a teacher and a
student, there needs to take place an acceptance of the student and his
expressions of himself.

Every person, Lembo (1971,p. 75) claimed, needs

to believe that when he communicates his true feelings and convictions
he will not be criticized for being himself.

It is of utmost importance

that teachers do not impose their values on their students.
standards which have no guaranteed validity.

This places

If students are required,

Lembo (1971, p. 8) continued, and coerced to adapt to adult standards,
freedom to communicate one's real self is precluded.

The teacher sets

the climate for acceptance by modeling the behavior and assisting the
students in being accepting of others.
The democratic classroom contains an ambience of accepting
behaviors.

.... :---- ...
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If a student feels accepted by the teacher, he most
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generally develops accepting attitudes· towards himself and those around
him.

A person's perceptions are greatly affected by his concept of him-

self (Combs et al., 1971, p. 43).

Self-concept is of the utmost impor-

tance in a person's life, for through it perceptions are made about the
world (Felker, 1974, p. 8).
Because the self is made up of "reflected appraisals" of other
people, the quality of a person's life is very much affected by the
quality of the relationships with the important people around him
(Sullivan, cited in Phenix, 1964, p. 200).

Sullivan commented that, "if

one is rejected by the significant persons, he will tend to develop a
self-rejecting personality.

If he has been welcomed, he will tend to

develop a confident, self-accepting personality" (Phenix, 1964, p. 200).
Acceptance is learned behavior (Sugarman, 1978; Fitts, 1971;
Combs, 1962; Rogers, 1961).

"Apparently one learns to accept himself

and others as a function of having experienced acceptance" (Combs, 1962,
p. SOY.

The significance of self-image to young people was emphasized

by Argyle (1978, p. 198) when he stated that adolescents "who have only
just formed a tentative self-image are particularly sensitive to the
reactions of others, and are 'insecure' in this sense."
Davidson and Lang (1960) discovered that how a student perceives
the teacher's feelings towards that student correlates positively with
the perceptions the student has for himself.

The more positive the stu-

dent's perception of the teacher's feelings towards the student, the
better his academic achievement and more desirable classroom behavior
displayed.

The importance of the teacher displaying acceptance of each

student is quite clear .
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Students, like any other persons, need to be allowed to live
their own lives.

The most successful way to teach this philosophy is to

live and represent it to the student.
the fullest extent imaginable.

Everyone desires to live life to

Often what keeps them from doing so is

their thoughts and beliefs about themselves and others.

The only true

motivation comes from a sense of self-worth (Piper, 1983).

This feeling

of self-worth seems to derive from acceptance of other people and the
self as someone of worth as individuals, as responsible, interested
people, and as unique and equal people underlines another concept inherent in the democratic classroom.

Acceptance of a person, according to

Rogers (1961, p. 34), could be defined as "a warm regard for him as a
person of unconditional self-worth, of value no matter
tion, his behavior, or his feelings."

wh~~

his condi-

The democratic teacher perceives

the stuaent as being adequate, and he accepts the student and his
expressions of himself, that is, being favorably disposed towards or
appreciative of each of them.
Acceptance does not mean asking less, or making fewer demands,
or standing by.

Acceptance is a mutual behavior between participants

where both are equal, receiving respect, and are valued.

Wees (1971,

p. 49) assumed the teacher respects the child, first, because he is a
human being; second, because the child has already accomplished a feat
of growing, the like of which the teacher himself will never again
achieve; and third, because he has a potential contribution to make to
the future of mankind.
equality may result.

When mutual respect has been achieved, then
After equality, the teacher and student, many

times, learn to like one another.
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When teacher and student have found
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that personal relationship, learning and "other wonders" happen (Maslow
and Rogers).
Acceptance means not labeling people or placing limitations upon
others.
he is

Teachers need to "accept each child as an individual, the way
. . and maybe in this atmosphere of accepting and· trusting each

other we can grow a little more"

(MacCracken, 1975, p. 143).

Acceptance suggests that, when the student makes mistakes, as is
necessary in the learning process, then the experience of imperfection
is not self-defeating.

Lembo (1971, p. 76) believed that "the teacher

who cannot accept the fact that errors are a natural part of learning
and developing cannot hope to create a climate of openness and trust and
cannot hope to provide conditions appropriate for each student to
develop the best that is in him."
In recognizing the importance of acceptance, one must distinguish between accepting and approving.
other.

One term does not suggest the

Accepting means the student needs to know he is being understood

for himself.

This does not mean the teacher must necessarily approve of

everything the student communicates.
agree to disagree on specifics.

Teacher and student may need to

The underlying assumption requires

that, even in disagreements, the two are still accepting of each other
(Rhoton, 1985).
If there are behaviors or attitudes that are dishonest or
destructive, they do not need to be accepted, but they must be communicated and compromised on.

"When disapproval of behavior is expressed,

it must be borne in mind that the effectiveness of the teacher's disapproval and the likelihood of a constructive change in the student's
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behavior are contingent on a climate conducive to a safe examination of
the student's behavior and on his ability to display acceptable alternative behavior" (Lembo, 1971, p. 75).

The teacher cannot simply express

to the student that his behavior is not approved.

Together, they must

identify behaviors that are acceptable alternatives to both student and
teacher.

This interaction displays acceptance of the student as a per-

son, but not of the behavior.
Accepting the student as a person for himself implies appreciating his ideas, his interpretations of his success, his fears of failure, his frustrations and anger, his behavior and his logic behind it.
If the teacher does not accept the student's

nee~s

and goals, he will

not be able to facilitate the student's learning or self-development.
Kelley (1962, p. 92) advised that, "if schools are going to be
good places for students, all kinds of young people will have to be
accepted and made to feel accepted, cared for, and honored for their
uniqueness

schools are needed where students will feel that some-

body cares about every single one of them; where there will be no second
class citizens."

"Teachers who make genuine contact with students show

genuine warmth, awareness and regard for each student and begin perceiving them as they are, not as the teacher wants them to be" (Combs,
1962, p. 19).

Choice
The teacher and student must always remember that just because
they wish a personal relationship to occur does not always make it happen.

,

This is part of the concept of choice.
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Gefke (1972, pp. 8-9)
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postulated that the definition of a democratic person in a classroom is
a person who assumes individual responsibilities and respects the
thinking of any group member.

A member of any group who is commanded in

every act loses on two counts:

1) he loses the ability to think for

himself, and 2) to profit by whatever foolish act he commits--and he
also loses dignity

(Schn~ldeman,

1945, p. 434).

When the 'teacher makes contact with the student, he must remember that the student may not at first be willing or able.
must accept that choice.

The teacher

But, as Barnes (1977, pp. 59-60) pointed out,

without continuous contact the opportunities for developing warm, personal, equal, and productive relationships are not present.
"The function of the child is to live his own life--not the life
that his anxious parents think he should live, nor a life according to
the purpose of the educator who thinks he knows what is best" (Neill,
1960, p. 12).

In the current traditional educational confines, Neill

(1960, p. 255) added, "teachers make it a business to influence children
because they think they know what children ought to have, ought to
learn, ought to be."
Smith (1974, p. 41) presented three historical accidents that
are constraints on the public schools today:

1) the monolithic approval

to learning, which assumes all students should learn in the same way at
the same time; 2) the authoritarianism that allows students and teachers
little opportunity to determine what goes on in the school; and 3) the
lack of choice in public education, which forces all the students in a
designated geographic area into the school and one program.

"For chil-

dren and youth growing up in the third quarter of the 20th century fewer
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options in education were available than in any other period in
America's 200 year history" (Smith et a 1., 1976, p. 1).
The public school is often the only institution in the community
that does not allow for choice; most school systems tell their consumer
supporters, "Take j.t or leave it" (Watson, 1972, p. 6).

"There is

essentially one public school system in the United States and it is
authoritarian and oppressive.

Students everywhere are deprived of the

right to make choices concerning their own destinies"
pp. 9-10).

(Kohl, 1969,

Democratic living implies the freedom of individual choice.

Within a democratic society, there should be options available within
education as there are in all other aspects of our society.

In the

democratic classrooms, which are generally found in alternative programs, choice is an underlying concept.

Barnes (1977, pp. 71-72) main-

tained that to be able to choose, to select from as wide a range of
choices as possible, is extremely important to each person.

He con-

tended that when one uses the term democracy in learning there is the
suggestion that every person should have the greatest amount of choice
possible in what he learns and how he wants to learn, that the matter of
choosing is at the very heart of democracy and that the schoolroom is an
excellent place for young people to experience it continuously.
Smith (1974, p. 41) presented the idea that "many adolescents
inhabit two worlds:

the one outside schoolhouse walls where they exer-

cise considerable self-determination and one involved in life-shaping
decisions, and the work inside the walls where every phase of their
lives is dictated."

The concept of having the autonomy to exercise
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choice drives directly to the core of a person's freedom.

Chaitanya

(1978, p. "30) stated:
The extent of freedom is measured by the range of alternatives
from among which a choice can be made. The range by itself does
not guarantee that the freedom will be used by man for his selfactualization and moral growth, for he may make the wrong
choices. The possibility of choice, however, is the first condition for any meaningful analysis of the concept of freedom and
the possibility of its exercise in any given situation.
The concept of choice in a democratic setting is much more crucial than
curricular content.

Without choice, curriculum can become static, often

irrelevant, and, for many youngsters, totally unacceptable (Smith et
al., 1976, p. 126).

Only in classrooms advocating democratic processes

is the possibility of choicing even existent.

Summary
This chapter reviewed the concept of Contact as it relates to a
theory of personal processes.

It is the first step in achieving a per-

sonal relationship between the two participants.

Behavior intrinsic to

this concept, it was suggested, consists of Observe, Inform, Accept, and
Choice.

Dewey (1966, pp. 257-258) affirmed that the most productive

contact with a person results when the initiator begins with the experiences of the other person and uses them to locate the interests of
that person.

Within a relationship, this disclosure of another person's

experiences takes one from the first step of Contact to the second category of this investigation, designated as Consult.
been established, Consult will be set in motion.

After Contact has

CHAPTER 5

CONSULT

Introduction
Counts stated (Dennis and Eaton, 1980, p. 131):
Democratic education is committed to the basic values and processes of democracy, to the conception of human equality, and
worth, to all the civil and political liberties. It must therefore be designed to bring the individual to full maturity as a
free person, to foster enlightenment and release creative ener.gies and talents.
It should be a place where the honest questions of the young may be raised with the assurance that they
will receive honest consideration.
Siner (1985) added that traditional education is structured on a "the
teacher gives the student information" basis.

He also felt if the stu-

dent is brave enough to raise questions, or make any moves towards the
concept of Consult, he tends to be ignored or chastised.

In estab-

lishing warm and productive relationships between teacher and student,
Consult is the second crucial step.

To consult is to question and

listen with an assumption of concern and choice.
Personal relationships in the classroom consist of the teacher
making contact with the students and 'inviting their participation
(Strauss, 1959).

Once verbal interaction takes place, participation in

Consult has occurred.

To consult is to make the effort to learn about

the other through dialogue (Barnes, 1977, p. 69).

One of the primary

focuses of consulting is to determine how the student sees or feels
about something.

Clark and Kadis (1971, p. 31) suggested "we often make

the mistake of assessing a student by his progress toward the goal we
35
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think he ought to have, or in relation to standards and values we have
overtly or covertly set for him.

We fail to understand him in

terms of the direction towards which his own unique. goals, needs and
values are steering him."
"In the schools, few activities call for or even permit active
student planning, follow through and evaluation

. classroom contin-

gencies encourage and support minimal movement, minimal student-tostudent or student-to-teacher interaction and low non-intimate effect"
(Goodlad, 1975, p. 467).

In "A Study of Schooling," Goodlad (1975,

p. 468) stated, "The students rarely planned or initiated anything, read
or wrote anything of some length, or created their own products.

And

they scarcely ever speculated on meanings, discussed alternative interpretations, or engaged in projects calling for collaborative effort.
Most of the time they listened or worked alone."
Bishop felt reciprocal relationships can be threatening, but
they are always mutually responsive and cause change.

He also added

that democratic relationships seem to promote a reduction of social distance (Bishop, 1972, p. 9).
and separation.

A reserved attitude can promote isolation

Studies have shown that indirect teaching (question and

discussion versus lecture and demonstration, frequent pupil-to-pupil
interaction, frequent praise, and infrequent criticism) is associated
with improved student learning and/or better attitude towards teachers
and schools (Flanders,

1970, p. 33).

When the educational system is devoid of teacher-student consultation and mutual acceptance and trust, education's negative characteristics often prevail.

In commenting on this, Kohl (1978, p. 10) claimed
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most of the public schools seem more like kennels than places of
instruction, and the service they provide is more like obedience
training than preparation for future citizenship.

Principals, counsel-

ors, psychologists, and administrators are there to ensure student conformity and compliance.

"Since premature withdrawal from high school is

so frequently the culmination of disintegrated teacher-student relationships, it comes as no surprise that two of those dropouts testify that
they were never really friends with any teachers, and one of three maintains that teachers were not even friendly"

(Cervantes, 1966, p. 112).

Mutual consultation is built upon the assumption that the participants are capable of relevant contributions and that they have
value.

Consulting makes possible the oft-stated need for relevance in

learning (Noble, 1981, p. 20).
needs through consultation is

Becoming aware of each student and his
anothe~

step toward productive classroom

relationships.
Consult is the intense personal process where teachers must discern and treat students as equals and locate a direction for the
learning process.

In discovering the student's interests, the learning

situation can develop into an experience that becomes productive for the
student.

Through consulting, a setting can be created where the student

has an active role in deciding which direction his education should
take.

Certain actions need to take place during consulting.

Question, Listen, Concern, and Choice.

These are:
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Question
A democracy runs on more than information; it runs on participation.

In participation, there is generally interaction.

As part of

Consult, the teacher initiates interaction and, consequently, participation through a process designated as Question.

Initially, in order for

dialogue to take place, some questioning on the part of the teacher must
occur.
In the traditional classroom, the teacher-student relationship
is a form of institutionalized dominance and subordination (Silberman,
1970, p. 137).

Therefore, the student has not learned that it is

acceptable to carryon open and honest dialogues with the teacher.
must be modeled and practiced.

This

Through questioning, the teacher can

determine the student's interests and show interest.
For Dewey (1947, pp. 257-258), the most productive contact with
a person results when the initiator begins with the experiences of the
other person and uses these to locate the interests of that person.

To

uncover the other person's experiences is the goal of Question.
The process of Question is a particularly important behavior in
the interactive procedure.

Through the intense personal process of

Question, the teacher can locate and achieve certain direction for the
learning process.

The necessity for Question as a basis for relevant

learning is analogous to the requirement for a positive self-perception
as a foundation for relevant learning.

While the teacher discovers the

student through intense personal consulting, the student is in a process
of increases in positive self-perception.

Rogers (1961, p. 53)

observed, "If I accept a person as a process of becoming, then I am
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doing what I can to conform or make real his potentialities that are to
be discovered and rediscovered."

This is attained through the process

of Question.
In questioning, "when a person is consulted, he faces the problems and the interests of his life, which themselves educate him.

If

the lessons of life and work run counter to what is formally taught,
they will probably supersede it"

(Jung,

1954, p. 80).

After the rela-

tionship is solid, questioning serves as a tool for the student to face
himself more honestly.

Listen
In consulting, listening plays a key role.
hearing is the student's view of reality.

What the teacher is

Rogers (pp. 223-224) pointed

out that "when a person is heard he feels released . • . he surges forth
in a new sense of freedom .
change."

. he becomes more open to the process of

The teacher must be observant and perceptive in his listening.

If he does not understand what he hears, it is imperative he reverts to
questioning.

The student needs to feel worthwhile and respected as a

human being.

If he is not being seriously listened to and understood

this will not happen.

Consulting, a part of the identity process, is

built upon the assumption that each person is capable of relevant comment and action, and that his existence is of primary worth (McMurrin,
1954, p. 13).

This phase of consulting comes through questioning and,

more importantly, listening.
As important as Question is to Consult, so equally is Listen.
Iri the classroom, if the teacher continually questions with little

......... ,'~
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effort put into Listen, students will sense that they are not involved
and accepted by the teacher.

They will then tend to perceive the

teacher as being non-democratic (Sterman, 1976, pp. 15-16).
have the desire to be consulted about their experiences.

Students

Many times,

they perceive they are being ignored when the teacher extends a question, but then does not listen.

Through listening with the same intense

personal interest used in Question, the teacher is capable of rendering
recognition and acceptance of the student.

Patterson (1973,

pp. 106-107) took note of this when he said, "A basic characteristic of
the humanistic teacher is a profound respect for each child as a unique
human being, a person of worth."
Democracy can be realized in the classroom.

People can come to

listen to each other and care about each other's thoughts and feelings.
It takes patience, and a belief in the potential of the children (Kohl,
1969, p. 22).

The teacher, participating in discussion, first listens

and then informs students of his own enjoyment, desires, and feelings
(Tidwell, 1971, p. 30).

The students share this process.

An integral

part of response is Listen.
The personal feelings, attitudes, and perceptions of students in
classrooms are frequently neglected (Sterman, 1976, p. 19).

Very often,

the schools are inclined to participate in isolating and alienating
youth.

This can result in pushing these young people down paths leading

to trouble.

Reich (1970, pp. 143-144) postulated that the school is a

brutal machine for the destruction of self.

Tidwell's (1971, p. 22)

statement, "The teacher needs to be sensitive to all behavioral acts of
the student," implies listening and entails more than simply hearing
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words.

This belief hinges on Dewey's (1966, p. 18) belief that "democ-

racy is a way of life requiring sensitive participation of every human
being in the formation of values that assist men to pattern their relationships to act together."

The democratic behavior of the teacher

tends to make him "real" and give him the ability to meet students on a
"person-to-person" basis (Rogers, 1980, p. 106).
Brown (1971, p. 12) stated teachers should perceive and treat
students as feeling, thinking humans.

He also explained that the per-

sonal consultative relationship is the very foundation of learning.
Until teachers learn to respond in authentic ways to young people, they
will continue to repeat over and over the same wasteful, destructive
mistakes (Brown, 1971, p. 17).

Combs (1965, p. 16) made the suggestion

that potential teachers must learn to use student perceptions and to
respond and relate with them in the process of teaching.
students will be "pushed" out of the system.

If not, many

Anderson (1983, p. 25)

suggested that little student-teacher interaction and very little student involvement in activities contributed to the causes for student
drop-out.
MacCracken (1975, p. 163) advised that in education the most
important thing to learn is "to throw the plan away."

What is necessary

is to listen, to follow each minute to its peak, learning as one goes.

Concern
Combs (1962, p. 88) felt teachers who desire to make genuine
contact with students should show warmth, awareness, and a regard for
each person, accepting each as he is and not as the teacher wants him to
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be.

Concern for the student when in the consultation phase is synony-

mous with being sensitive and accepting.

The presence of acceptance is

so significant to learning that the following statement can be made:
"An individual wants to be accepted by persons with whom he feels affinity, to the degree of acceptance .
1969, p. 94).

that degree of learning" (Lembo,

Montessori believed that opportunities for warm, personal

relationships were impossible if a teacher did not possess a "spirit" of
love and understanding for the individual s"tudent (Tippa, 1971, p. 359).
When a teacher makes the initial move to form some sort of relationship
with the student, the integrity and respect for the student tends to be
upheld (Wilde,

1984, p. 38).

In the intense personal process of con-

sulting, concern for the other person is the underlying condition.
Montagu (1962, p. 55) believed "a teacher should be, before
everything else, one who cares for the student, is involved in his welfare, is nourishing, stimulating and supporting:

one who leads the stu-

dent into the universe of the best that has been said, done, and thought
in the world; and who helps the student to acquire those techniques and
skills which will secondarily serve to implement his knowledge."

Barnes

(1977, p. 61) considered showing interest in how the other person feels
as part of the consulting process.
Through the process of caring and showing concern, a student is
more likely to acquire what Parker (1968) called "person-ness."
results of this phenomenon are as follows:

The

1) the person comes to care

for himself and for others with whom he has in-depth contact; 2) through
caring, the person develops a greater empathy for the other person; 3) a
person is able to parallel his outer expressions with his inner

.
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feelings; and 4) a person develops a feeling that he knows who he is and
what he is becoming (Parker, 1968, pp. 38-39).

"To be treated kindly by

someone who is not a primary caretaker is like a stroke or a caress.
is unnecessary, but a delight.

It

To be neglected by someone who should be

in a caring position has the implication and the potential for real
damage"

(Gaylin, 1976, p. 153).
Within the concept of Concern is the implication of having

respect for the other person.

Holt (1969, p. 103) defined respect as

"treating students as if their ideas made some difference, and when we
treat people this way, whatever their age, color, or background, we find
that communication barriers disappear and learning takes place."
Patterson (1973, pp. 106-107) depicted this important concept:

"A basic

characteristic or attitude of the humanistic teacher is a profound
respect for each child as a unique human being, a person of worth in his
own right.
what he is.
ditional."

Respect involves an acceptance of each child as he is, for
It makes no demands that he must be different--it is unconConcern falls within the auspices of respect for the other

person.
The concept of Concern, with the implication of respect within
the process of Consult, tends to promote self-perception.

Gold (1978,

pp. 303-304) maintained that "warm, accepting relationships can enhance
self-esteem and constrain delinquent behavior."

These elements are

necessary ingredients in the interaction of the classroom.
Traditional education rarely employs this technique of Consult,
much less the process through which personal relationships are

::~
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established.

Crary (1969, p. 35) relayed his concern about the lack of

concern:
Education deals with only one child at a time. The responsibility implied is grave indeed. For the child, if education to any
considerable degree is effective, it can truly make or break
him. Society often expresses considerable concern for children
in general, but society calls no single child by name. The
child may be the only one concerned for himself, and this subjectivity unguided may lead to a distorted image of self, and,
at worst, to a destruction of self.
Chandler (1983, p. 13) reported that alternative schools generally accept each individual student, encourage growth opportunities in
friendship, belonging, and achievement, as well as in self-actualization
and personal growth.
Riordan (1972, p. 34) proposed that "informal relationships
between students and teachers and shared decision-making were as important for student learning and growth as the structured learning units."
For any change to occur in an individual's behavior, a change in personal meaning must occur (Combs, 1962, p. 75).

For a change in personal

meanings to occur, there must and should be a climate of personalization
in the student-teacher relationship.

This, Combs observed, would facil-

itate a less threatening environment and would progressively tend to
create an attitude of accepting and caring on the part of the teacher.
Without this concern, the student probably would not achieve his
potential.

Choice
Watson (1972, p. 5) suggested "democratic living implies the
freedom of individual choice.

In a democratic society options should be

available in education as in all other aspects of society."

At present,
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our education system is monolithic.

One has no choice but to accept the

sole approach to learning offered by the schools.

Postman and

Weingartner (1973, pp. 12-13) claimed the situation, if not un-American,
is not American in spirit.
Although personal choice is at the core of democracy, schools
seldom emphasize the .matter of choice in terms of how, what, where, and
when the students will learn.

It is not usual that schools employ con-

suIting with the students to determine their choice.

Perry and Perry

(1976, p. 484) claimed:
Students have little choice about being in the school until the
age of sixteen, an age set by adults. Although students are the
reason for the school's existence, and all decisions are officially made for the benefit and welfare of the students, students have little or no impact on these decisions. Adults
define what is good for the students, and adults do not happen
to believe that what is good for students is necessarily what
students want to do. A democratic society has an obligation to
treat all its members with respect, and to consider its demands.
Coltrin (1974, pp. 17-18) recalled, "In the traditional classroom, the
teacher in consultation with colleagues and administrators often is
expected to select a textbook . . . and determine what is to be
used . . . in the basis of teacher interest and with little regard to
student interest."
"Democratic learning is not so much concerned with designing
effective learning packages, but with creating a setting where students
can play an active, creative role in deciding the direction their education should take" (Riordan, 1972, p. 10).

Coltrin (1974, pp. 20-21)

believed that the relevant learning that flows from the process of consultation has the best opportunity for occurring in a democratic
environment.

He asserted:
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In a democratic environment, the teacher will not appear so constrained in his relationship with the students, since he will be
consulting with them about their interests . . . for significant
data for learning.
In the democratic environment, work is centered around the needs, ideas, and questions of the individual
members of the class.
In this process . . . students are
encouraged to pursue questions to logical conclusions.
Milner (1980, p. 15) stated, "We believe that the main influence of the
teacher in the classroom occurs in his moment-by-moment interaction with
students.

. The ways this interaction develops tend to establish

limits to the opportunities students have for participation."

In the

educational setting, to have the option to choose can create productive
human relationships within the group.

Each person's choicing quality

appears to be an expression of a sense of freedom (Barnes, 1968).
Within an authoritarian system, most members therein find themselves in
various degrees of dependency in their personal relationships (Rokeach,
1960).

This dependency can eliminate the person's feelings of personal

involvement and can produce alienation.
Involvement seems to be enhanced when traditional expectations
are removed.

Wilson (1977, p. 85) claimed "the absences of behavioral

expectations that are imposed through traditional roles result in an
informal atmosphere in which staff and students feel more at ease to
discuss subjects formerly 'off limits,' like personal problems . .
The new kind of relationships had beneficial effect on both teachers and
students and seemed to be serving educational purposes."
Students, when given opportunities to behave democratically,
tended to make better choices regarding goals.

Broad (1977, p. 68) dis-

covered "districts with alternatives that have been in operation for
several years have found that students who have grown up with the idea

-
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of choosing their own programs and setting their own goals make more
responsible and more effective choices with experience."

It would seem

justifiable for students in a democratic society to experience and learn
wise choicing, and to practice the decision-making process under all
circumstances.

"This makes particularly important the kind of education

that will enable a person to make desirable decisions for himself," and
there is an obvious need for young persons to learn that they do have
choices in their lives and that they are capable decision makers
regarding these choices (Butts, 1961, p. 123).
Duke (1978, p. 28) expatiated on the idea of choices as an integral part of alternative schools, recognizing as crucial "a firm belief
in democratic processes, specifically where students and parents, as
well as teachers, participate in the governance and administration of
the school."

Summary
The second phase of developing personal and meaningful relationships through a method of personal processes is titled Consult.

Whereas

Contact sets the framework, Consult deepens and expands the relationship.

This is done through Question and Listen, with the underlying

qualities of Concern and Choice.

Consult is the intense personal proc-

ess which, when extended, has its results in the next category, Find.
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CHAPTER 6

FIND

Introduction
Smith (1974, p. 41) claimed that many adolescents today perceive
little relationship between the world of the school and their present
and future lives outside the school.

In this light, "school drop-outs

and growing truancy rates may best be understood as indictments of the
schools and the teachers" (Simmons,

1969, p. 134).

Simmons (1969,

p. 133) continued, "One of the conclusions from my study of deviance is
that every deviant subculture that develops is reflecting an ill or
inadequacy in the social fabric itself.

Its contents are the clues as

to how that society is failing to meet the needs and wants of its
people."
As consumers, the students deserve to have education tailored to
their needs.

Yet, the concept of finding a student's interest, and

realizing it, is virtually nonexistent in traditional schools.

Students

have been spoonfed for so long they may not even realize they have
interests.

Kohl (1969, p. 77) accepted that "most [students) are so

used to doing what they are told in school that it takes quite a while
for them to discover their own interests.

Besides that, their whole

school careers have taught them not to trust teachers, so they will
naturally believe that the teacher who offers some freedom isn't
serious."
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Dewey (1963, p. 88) commented on the value of personal experiences and finding them, stating, "Basing education on personal
experience may mean more multiplied and more intimate contacts between
the mature and the immature than ever existed in the traditional school,
and consequently more, rather than less, guidance by other."

Purkey

(1970, p. 58) maintained that "what a person says about himself and the
inferences we draw from his behavior are valuable data for locating personal interests.

However, one can never understand a person until he

learns to look at things from that person's point of view."
For education to be more relevant, Rogers (1969, p. 166) specified the need "to elicit and clarify the purposes of the individual as
well as the more general purposes of the group."

At any given opportu-

nity, there are many options for the perceived, but he will only choose
that which has personal meaning to him (Fitch, 1976).

The specific

interests the student chooses to locate are aspects of his personal
freedom.

For the teacher, the skill of guiding the finding of interests

with regard to personal meaning includes recognition of the student's
self-concept and awareness.
sarily carved in stone.

Once an interest is found, it is not neces-

Personal interests are discovered, and then

rediscovered.
Through an intense personal interest and after consulting with a
student, the teacher will ascertain results.

Barnes (1977, p. 63)

called the discovery of some of the other person's needs, interests, and
concerns Find.

Only by finding and identifying the other person's

interests can the relationship grow.

As each person encounters the

interest of others, it enables him to move beyond his own experiences
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and to rediscover his own interests (Rogers,

1969, p. 25).

of student interests is crucial to democratic learning.
interest is kindled, learning will take place.

The finding

Whenever an

Within the concept of

Find there lies the framework of Discover and Identify Interest.

Discover
In finding interests and fincir.g each person's relationship to
those interests, Peters and Farwell (1959, p. 320) felt it was not generally a question of pupils lacking interests, but a matter of discovering people's interests and joining with them to utilize their
interests.

Students will learn, provided the material appears to be

relevant to their lives and provided they have the freedom to explore
and to discover its meaning for themselves (Purkey, 1970, p. 45).
dents need to feel they have a part of their education.

Stu-

In working with

them democratically, they will, in fact, be discovering for themselves
where their interests lie.
Albeit teachers and students assume the directives, orders, and
assignments given by the teacher as being quite normal, this does not
imply that they accept the implicit constraint or welcome the intent as
their own.

Kilpatrick (1925, p. 349) commented that "with young people

it is only in slight degree that problems can be assigned.

Assigned

problems ,as a rule remain teachers' problems; they do not thereby become
pupils' problems.

Purpose cannot be assigned."

be taught, but be allowed to discover.

The children must not

They must be encouraged to guess

and to brainstorm rather than be tested on the right answers (Goodman,
1970, p. 212).
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"How a student thinks a problem out is often more
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important than getting the exact numerical answer"

(American Association

of School Administrators, 1981, p. 14).
Rogers (1980, p. 48) agreed that learning by discovery is significant learning.

He said, "Significant learning takes place when sub-

ject matter is perceived by the student as having relevance for his purposes."

In considering what has value for the student, Weinstein and

Fantini (1970, p. 33) noted that "the most valuable and direct indications

are found in what the learners themselves say or write about

their lives and their relationship with the world."
Kelley (1962, p. 17) found that democratic classrooms enhanced
the discovery of interests.

It also lends itself to making the learning

situation more productive for them.

Discovery of interests can be

largely expedited through the process of careful and patient consultation by the teacher.

With the goal of discovery in mind, the teacher

seeks materials which will engage the person in specific activities
having an aim or purpose of moment or interest to him (Dewey, 1961,
p. 132).

By encouraging the discovery of interests, Tidwell (1971,

p. 29) observed, "the student's ideas, concerns, and efforts become the
focal point . . . the matter of consideration."
The fact that education is in the learner, waiting to be discovered, was emphasized by Dewey when he observed that the teacher is
only the person who calls forth what is already there (Friedman, 1974,
pp. 242-243).

Buber (1953, p. 10) concluded, "To produce is to draw

forth; to invent is to find; to shape is to discover."

In a classroom

situation employing democratic processes, there is a great dependence on
actual participation and productive actions.

Silberman (197U,
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pp. 253-254) made a contrast of this and an autocratic environment where
the opportunity to "thrash out" a variety of ideas, reflect upon possible alternatives, or consider created changes is unavailable.

Reichle

(1978, p. 27) accentuated positive human relationships in learning:

"An

environment based on the quality of human relations is not a place where
learning can be forced or pressured

but an environment wherein

from the standpoint of the learner there is real discovery."
Coltrin (1974, p. 21) noted that, in a democratic classroom
where discovery is held at a premium, "the student tended to learn that
his ideas and interests were important and significant, and he began to
see himself as a more worthy and significant human being."

Maslow

(1976, p. 31) explained that a model of humanistic teaching needs to be
one characterized by uncovering and unleashing the self--as opposed to a
model emphasizing creating and shaping the self.

Hall (1979, p. 43)

claimed the process of discovering the self-one's uniqueness--and
relating to others in a growth-producing way inevitably leads to the
actualizing of self.
Butts (1961, p. 123) believed that "there is an obvious need for
young persons to learn that they do have choices in their lives and that
they are capable decision makers."

In expanding on this idea, Wilson

(1981, p. 88) postulated, "We have to know when to stand back and let
things happen.

Some students respond that others have to be pushed a

little to deal with what's in front of them.

We must not run over our

group with an iron first or give the impression of knowing it all.

Most

of us are still working on ourselves, and we should allow the student to
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know that."

The choices people make are simply exhibitions of

discovered interest.

Identify Interest
Whereas discovery may be regarded as the result of consulting
with intense personal interest, the next step is to ensure identification of the interest.

Before sharing of the interest can be undertaken,

it is imperative that teacher and student communicate and define the
specific identity of the interest.
Many times, a student has never been questioned on where his
interests lie.

"Students are no more used to making choices and func-

tioning in a free environment than their teachers are.

We have all been

taught to obey and be dependent, and breaking the habit of dependency is
difficult"

(Kohl, 1969, p. 95).

In this process of studying the inter-

est, it is fundamental that the interest found is genuine.

Students new

to a democratic classroom will need to discover it is acceptable to be
honest and open.

Students indoctrinated in the traditional dependent

system of public schooling find themselves falling into the belief that
"I should live . . . a life according to the purpose of the educator,
who thinks he knows what is best" (Neill, 1960, p. 12).

The teacher

must try to work with, and avoid working "over," the student in finding
the interest and studying it to determine its authenticity.
Before any further advancement in the theory of personal processes can be attained, it is important the interests found are clarified.

A slight miscommunication on either the student's or the

teacher's part can result in a breakdown in the process.
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Any break in
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the process would cause a retracing of steps.

"The adult in the class-

room is the major force enhancing or limiting growth"
p. 155).

(Milner, 1980,

The teachers can help the participant to transform information

for adequate use (Bruner, 1964, p. 166).
As was previously mentioned, learning was found to be enhanced
,by focusing upon individual interests.

Rogers (1969, p. 156) stated,

"Significant learning takes place when the subject matter is perceived
by the student as having relevance for his purposes.

A somewhat more

formal way of stating this is that a person learns significantly only
those things which he perceives as being involved in the maintenance and
enhancement of his own self."

The process is the emphasis, not content.

Riordan (1972, p. 10) suggested:
This emphasis is consistent with the general emphasis in alternative schools which frequently develops out of a concern with
the so-called hidden curriculum; the effect of the structure and
process of schooling independent of school curricular content.
Therefore, their concern is not so much with designing effective
learning packages, but with creating a setting where students
can plan an active, creative role in deciding the direction
their education should take.
Ginott (1965, p. 87) expanded:

"Selecting a given problem in a demo-

cratic classroom involves the act of choice.

Choosing is an act of

responsibility, and both are integral parts of an individual's welfare."
The act of identifying what one's interest is and from that
interest selecting what one is to learn tends to advance the student
towards personal autonomy.

"Democratic education is one which maximizes

both freedom and individual development" (Illich, 1971, p. 52).
As students grow, their needs change, and so do their perceptions.

Within identification, the focus shifts to those things which
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will aid the student to satisfy his immediate needs (Noble, 1981, p. 9).
As the student pursues new meanings for his changing needs, the process
of self-actualization takes place.

Democratic processes in the class-

room tend to liberate personal capacities and afford opportunity for
productive creation (Fromm, 1947, p. 84).

The learner, therefore, has

more feeling of being free and more responsibility for his learning,
because of complete 'choice in selecting and using resources (Chandler,
1983, p. 14).

Combs, Richards, and Richards (1949, p. 203) concluded

that "the business of helping people explore and discover the personal
meaning of information for them requires human interrelationship.

This

is the very heart of teaching."
To be able to do this effectively, both teacher and student need
to clarify, in as simple terms as possible, what the interest is they
are going to seek.

This can avoid frustrations and conflict if both

parties misunderstand each other and spread out on different tangents.
Once the interests are discovered, studied, and clarified, the student
and teacher are ready to advance to the next

ca~egory,

Share.

Summary
If consulting is the intense personal process of locating interests, then Find is the intense personal result.

If the teacher does not

find any interests, he must return to the process of Consult.

This

category includes the steps of discovering the interest and then clearly
identifying it.

Once identification is comprehended to the mutual sat-

isfaction of both teacher and student, they can proceed to the next step
in the democratic process, Share .
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CHAPTER 7

SHARE

Introduction
In democratic processes, after contact has been made, consulting
has been accomplished, and interests have been found, a cooperative
action called Share begins.

This is when student and teacher collabo-

rate on the interest and formulate a plan which they can mutually
undertake.
Sharing implies the concept that people have something to share.
For many students, this concept is not always available in a traditional
school.

Andrews (1975, pp. 20-21) claimed "traditional knowledge is the

overriding purpose; vertical and sequential learning its mean.

Much of

our education today is characterized by a predominantly verbal discursive logical, linear mode of learning and knowing.
promote respondent rather than operant behavior."

Its intent is to
For sharing to occur

and be acceptable would do much to increase self-worth in a student.
Sterman (1976, p. 24) felt students are anxious to be in classrooms
organized in such a way that they can pursue and share their interests.
He observed that when students share interests they will respond with a
positive attitude toward school, society, and learning (Sterman, 1976,

p. 24).
Cusick (1973) completed an important study of the traditional
high school.

He discovered that the structure of the school and its
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organization isolated students from the teachers.

A few of the essen-

tial characteristics of the school, such as subject compartmentalization, vertical organization, and routinization of activity supported by
extensive rules and regulations, served to deny freedom of activity by
students (Cusick, 1973, pp. 206-212).

Not only were physical and social

structures of the school barriers to student-teacher relationships, but
the teachers themselves presented obstacles.

Cusick (1973, p. 184)

maintained that teachers, in order to assert control, kept a distance
from their students.

"That teachers behaved as they did, doing most of

the talking, keeping their distance from the students and ignoring nontask-oriented activity, was probably an attempt on their part to avoid
the inevitable conflicts that arise when the student social structure
emerges in the class situation" (Cusick, 1973, p. 184).
Maslow (1968, p. 203) commented, "Man does have a need for
relating, accepting, sharing and communicating."

Combs et al.

(1949,

pp. 31-32) added, "By man's need to share another's perceptual world,
understanding comes about."

The classroom can be a prime target for

teachers to encourage students to become fully functioning persons
through sharing relationships.

Teachers need to make the initial moves

for these processes of consulting and sharing to happen.
Silberman (1970, p. 332) felt that if teachers extend arbitrary
rules and regulations the students will tend to view these actions as
signs of excessive power which ignore their lives and personal interests.

He continued that students wish to share their experiences with

those with whom they have established personal relationships (Silberman,
1970, p. 35).

Students have the desire to increase their knowledge by
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sharing, but teachers do not always offer that opportunity.

By defini-

tion, sharing is contingent upon mutual trust and respect.

This sharing

can only serve to enhance and deepen the relationship.
Dewey (1947, p. 101) suggested that, "in democratic processes,
isolation tends to be avoided.

Isolation makes for rigid and formal

institutions often accompanied by static and selfish concerns within a
group.

Democracy not only seeks to avoid isolation and exclusivity, but

also broadens the shared concerns of individuals and groups."
In a democratic classroom, "the most unique thing about sharing
is that both parties are listening to each other" (Noble, 1981, p. 7).
In the democratic environment, when learning occurs, the opportunity for
identical observations can be realized.

Brewer, Chandler, and Tidwell

(1983, p. 10) stated:
A person has to listen to particular interests to make any contact whatsoever. The sharing of interests builds in this
contact. A person identifies the particular interests of the
other, sorting out those he wants to share. A person may be
involved in the excitement of another person, what the person is
and does, his or her conversations, gestures, words, and other
behaviors.
Each person's interest in the feeling about other persons
makes this experience possible and enjoyable. This can be done
when another person's particular interest is one that may not be
enjoyed by the teacher, for instance; however, the excitement
about the other person makes many interests sharable regardless
of any desire to participate directly in those interests.

In this age of conflict between people, it is extremely important that students learn to acknowledge and accept differences of styles
and values and try to work together.
concept Share.

This is one implication of the

Only through sharing can persons truly understand and

appreciate each other.

! ,........ -~.~.
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"Many studies have been undertaken to determine the results of
outdoor experiences (Bateson, 1981; Dickinson, 1979; Godfrey, 1972;
etc.).

The studies consistently showed that participants in these types

of programs return with greater self-concept and acceptance of others.
Results also show the teacher-student relationship improved as selfactualization occurs.

Outdoor experiences can do much to develop

sharing between student and teacher.
The outdoors "provides a learning climate that is enhancing to
both the students and the staff.
sional cannot hide behind jargon.

It is a program in which the profesThese activities help build relation-

ships that are warm, intimate, and equal where people may interact with
respect, dignity, and humanity" (Cardwell, 1976, p. 9).

In the out-

doors, the group works together on shared goals and all members are
equal.

It is the group pitted against nature, and no individual is

favored or considered "better."

"One of the most signtficant results of

Outward Bound courses appears to be an appreciation and tolerance of
others different from oneself" (Schulze, 1970, p. 18).

Schulze (1970,

p. 6) continued, "The activities embarked upon in the outdoors contribute to give the student a deep feeling of responsibility and concern for
his fellow participants
sense of concern for others

. school situations rarely develop this
. . students generally do their work alone

and rarely feel a responsibility for whether the other guy is 'getting
it.' "
A small group structure in the outdoors fosters cooperation and
teamwork and helps to build trust in human relations (Cardwell, 1976,
p. 7).

~-

Bateson (1981) noted in his study that, when classrooms had
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embarked upon outdoor experiences, teachers perceived the interpersonal
relationships within the classes to be more unified.

Godfrey (1972)

claimed those who participated in outdoor experiences experienced significant personal growth and showed considerable improvement in the way
people worked together.

The benefits [rom Share are enormous.

Barnes (1977, p. 65) marked Share as the real beginning of
cooperative action--where each person contributes, receives, and learns.
He stated:
Share is the stage in personal relationships where contact is
becoming well-established, where consultation has assisted us to
find the other's interests, and where we are interacting through
one or another of these interests.
It is that point, we
believe, where each person involved in the interests provides,
receives, and learns. Discussing, listening, and contriDuting
are at a maximum within the group, and an air of anticipation
and excitement builds as ideas begin to develop and mesh.
Involved within the process of sharing are Clarify Desired Outcome, Consider Choices, Plan of Action, Ownership, Accept, and Observe.

Clarify Desired Outcome
After an interest has been determined and before action can be
attempted, a clarification of the desired outcome must be achieved.
Both student and teacher must determine what they determine the goal to
be.

Potts (1985) felt it was extremely important for teacher and stu-

dent to agree together on the definition of a desired outcome and "what
it looks like."

He pointed out that, if that did not occur, how could

the teacher assist the student in getting there?
Gibbons 0984, p. 593) assumed that, "as we teach over the years
the knowledge and skills we choose to have students learn, we diminish
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their own drives and increase their dependence on the school for all
major decisions about learning."

He continued (Gibbons, 1984, p. 593):

As a result, students do not learn social skills or responsible
social roles, and they do not benefit from the power of cooperative learning. Nor does the school environment usually model
these kinds of social interactions, since the school is seldom a
democratically. run institution that shares decision making and
responsibility among all the participants whose lives are
affected by it and who, in turn, affect the performance of the
school.
Smith et al.

(1976, p. 107) questioned whether schools should respond to

the goals and needs of the children, or children should continue to have
to conform to the goals of the schools at the expense of learning.

They

continued with the idea that, to have adults who will make wise decisions tomorrow, we must have students who today have opportunities for
decision making (Smith et al., 1976, p. 13).
Befpre a student can make wise choices, he must learn to set a
desired outcome based on his interest.

Dewey (1947, pp. 407-409) sug-

gested that, when "one makes a choice, one does so because of the
desired results of that choice.
self-interest.

There are no selfless choices without

One cannot make a choice without having one's self as

the primary factor in making that choice."
In the alternative schools employing democratic process, the
learner has a great deal of responsibility for his own education.

"The

free school alternative enables each learner to orchestrate his own education" (Fantini,

1973, p. 48).

Alternatives normally stress the

teacher and student working cooperatively with regard to the student's
own interests and, after clarifying a desired outcome, creating a program that satisfies the needs of both student and teacher.

-._-----
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step in Share, a process of clarifying a desired outcome, utilizes
mutual participation and involvement.

Consider Choices
Neill (1960, p. 25) claimed children, like adults, learn what
they want to learn.

Instead of being authoritarians, bent on cocooning

students with knowledge the teacher sees as paramount, a democratic
classroom lets student and teacher work together, with the student
choosing what he ought to learn.

In the final analysis, the student

will only learn what he chooses to, anyway.

In any context, Stipek

(1982, p. 18) added, individuals work harder and enjoy their work more
if there is some choice involved and the work satisfies their need to
develop competencies.

Therefore, one purpose of the process of Share is

for the student to be presented with and discover unlimited choices.
Thus, an avenue for learning can be formulated.
After goals have been established, the student and teacher need
to consider their choices to achieve their target.

"The main principle

underlying these alternatives is the individualization of experiences by
making them meaningful to a particular individual or population or to
the resolution of a particular problem" (LaBelle-LaBenne and Greene,
1969, p. 30).

The student will need to look at possibilities and select

the appropriate learning experience that will aid in solving his problem
and will have meaning for him.
Personal choice to respond and to share is the central part of
individual autonomy and self-actualization, and a reflection of the mind
and will of a maturing person (Peters and Farwell, 1959, pp. 217-218) .
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In this step, the participants contribute, share, present, and discover
choices, based on the desired outcome.

"Only actual participation con-

stitutes socially valuable learning, a participation by the learner in
every stage of the learning process, including not only a free choice of
what is to be learned and how it is to be learned, but also a free
demonstration by each learner of his own reason for living and learning
the part that his knowledge is to play in life" (Illich, 1971, p. 6).
Weinberg (1975, p. 63) believed psychological growth occur.s when
people gain confidence in their ability to make decisions on their own
and discover that freely made choices allow them to move in directions
that are compatible with their interests and personal styles of
learning.

Each human, alone, determines the values by which he lives;

he is not endowed with a ready-made self, but is constantly making himself through choice (Barnes, 1959, p. 42).

"Students who have a choice

in selecting their style of education and to some extent, the content,
are happier and better performers" (Broad, 1977, p. 18).

"People who

choose to participate have a greater chance of success in any activity"
(Smith et al., 1976, p. 120).
There is no validity in the notion that anyone choice of
learning works better than another.

"Learning is of diverse sorts.

type of teacher, method, or climate is inherently superior.

No

Thus, a

range of teachers, methods, or climates will better respond to the
varied needs of students in mastering different types of learning.

So

the solution is multiplicity, diversity, and choice" (Glatthorn, 1975,
p. 7).

Learning by sharing can take place in a climate of freedom and

choicing (Hall, 1979, p. 43) .
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Plan of Action
Barnes (1977, p. 65) stated, "Plans take shape as personal relationships among the group members become closer and more productive."
After taking the choices and studying them carefully, the student and
teacher need to choose what choice(s) to devote themselves to.

"Dis-

cussing, listening, and contributing are at a mximum within the group
and an air of anticipation and excitement builds as ideas begin to
develop and mesh" (Barnes,

1977, p. 65).

What is a priority here is

that the student determines and has a primary role in formulating the
plan of action he is to follow.

Rogers (1961, p. 123) suggested that

teachers, rather than attempting to share common interests, frequently
will exclude students by focusing on their own interests.

What is being

advocated in Share, according to Corey (1973, pp. 34-35), is a degree of
genuine freedom for the learner where he becomes a partner in his
learning journey.
Stipek (1982, p. 4) advised,
De-emphasizing external evaluation, selecting tasks that challenge each student's current skill level and providing opportunities for student choice in educational environments are
recommended as strategies to maintain intrinsic motivation.
Encouraging students to trust their own evaluations and to set
reasonable goals and providing greater autonomy in learning
situations are suggested to help students develop independent
self-directed learning strategies.
For students to have meaningful learning experiences, they need to
assist in structuring them and achieve some success.

Combs (1962,

p. 109) believed,
People measure their success by the degree to which they are
able to meet expectancies and reach the goals they have established either for themselves or from others. To provide the
kinds of success experience out of which a feeling of adequacy
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is produced; children need to feel they are reaching goals and
meeting expectancies continuously. This means the goals and
expectancies created for children in the classroom must be accurate and realistic and within ~he capacities of the child.

Thus, in working out a plan of action, it needs to be realistic.
The teacher would have to aid the student to structure activities that
would give the learner frequent experiences of success (Silberman, 1970,
p. 312).
In striving to compose a plan of action, Riordan (1972, p. 34)
suggested the "informal relationships between students and teachers, and
shared decision making were as important for student learning and growth
as the structured learning units."

Barnes (1977, pp. 71-72) suggested

that, in employing democracy in learning, there is the implication that
every participant must have the greatest amount of choice possible in
what he learns and how he wishes to learn it.
Gefke (1972, p. 22) claimed the teacher, as a democratic leader,
tends to encourage students to select goals for their plan of action
that are in response with their own needs and interests.

"In a demo-

cratic classroom, materials will be developed and used according to the
needs expressed through the process of consultation between teacher and
student" (Silberman, 1970, p. 324).

The democratic classroom generates

more trust and significantly more positive attitudes towards learning
(Bills, 1952, pp. 313-320).

Gefke (1972, p. 9) added participants set

their own goals, assess their own development, and people attain greater
security.
Dewey (1966, p. 8) responded to making learning relevant and
aiming towards sharing with:

¥
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"Sharing in actual pursuit, whether
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is at least personal and vital . . . for-

directly or vicariously

mal instruction, on the contrary, easily becomes remote and dead-abstract and bookish."

Thus, composing a plan of action is a personal

venture for the student.

~llich

(1971, p. 16) noted, "Only actual par-

ticipation constitutes socially valuable learning, a participation by
the learner in

ever~

stage of the learning process, including not only a

free choice of what is to be learned and how it is to be learned, but
also a free demonstration by each learner of his own reason for living
and learning--the part that his knowledge is to play in his life."
Through Plan of Action, the participant chooses his own learning
experiences.

Ownership
Sterman (1976, p. 25) believed, when students and teachers work
in partnership, they share responsibility in all areas of school life.
Education moves from being something done "to" the student, to something
the student does "for" himself.

"Our students have to learn to be

responsible for their own education, to make choices, and to face the
consequences of those choices (Silberman, 1970, p. 336).

In doing so

through democratic processes, a sense of ownership and responsibility
for their choices appears.
"Pupils will learn more effectively when the teacher and fellow
pupils show, by attitude and action, that they are accepted, belong, and
their involvement is desired and significant" (Bernard and Huckins,
1974, p. 36).

Unless the student regards himself, through the teacher's

actioris, as an acceptable part of the group, he may come to view the
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teacher, administration, and the system as the power and the "they" who
own all control.
rebellion.

This results in behavior linked to resignation or

The student does not see himself as having any control over

the situation and, thus, falls into the trap of blaming "they" whenever
unwanted results

occu~.

The person who does not see himself as accepted and involved
does not see himself as responsible for anything which happens.

If the

student sees himself as belonging and accepted, he learns to be responsible for his own decisions.

"Choice in education is important because

the corresponding responsibility or accountability for a given choice is
shifted from the institution to the teacher or student or both" (Smith
etal., 1976, p. 119).
Kelley (1962, p. 93) spoke of the democratic classroom climate
when he said, "The secondary school we need is one where acceptance and
love replace rejection; where there is enough consultation with youth so
that they feel some ownership and involvement; where someone cares."
Lembo (1969, p. 94) commented, "An individual wants to be accepted by
the persons with whom he feels an affinity.

To the degree that accep-

tance and approval are dependent on achievement, and the need for affiliation high, the affiliative need is a potent force in classroom
learning."
Peters and Waterman (1984) discovered that the best managed companies in this country are based in part on the belief that all participants need to be a part of something important and they need recognition.

People want to feel they are part of a team as well as need to

feel they have some control.

If these criteria are met, productivity
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increases.

Waller (1967, p. 136) labeled this need as a "desire for

participation.

It appears as the yearning to be attached to some super-

personal entity, a group, a cause, a movement, something larger than
one's self."

Also, "participants in an informal group must do more than

share common interests and goals.

Each participant must perceive the

other participants as group members capable of genuine contributions"
(Hartley and Hartley, 1952 p. 386).

Participants in the democratic

group tend to experience a shared image of the group which sets it off
from the other groups in whch they mayor may not associate (Bishop,
1972, pp. 10-11).
In order for a student to feel ownership for something, he must
feel he is an accepted part of that larger entity and that he "belongs."
He also must have some sense of control over himself and his decisions.
Through the actions of sharing and the choicing that is inherent in this
process, ownership can occur.

"There is a natural loyalty and affilia-

tion for that which is chosen over that which is mandated" (Smith,
p. 74).

1974,

Acceptance of responsibility, Lembo (1971, p. 47) continued,

can be required only when the learner has a major and consistent role in
choosing the direction and quality of his own learning and development.
Thus, a democratic setting breeds responsibility and a sense of
ownership.

Accept
Acceptance is a behavior that runs through the entire democratic
process.

Acceptance, in respect to sharing, is important between stu-

dent and teacher so that the two can believe at face value what they

... ;-- •• ... ~ ..• 1..~
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communicate.

To a student, a teacher has great power and influence com-

manded by his position.

Combs et al.

(1971) showed that a person who

has a position of power and influence has a difficult time establishing
and maintaining meaningful channels of communication.

Harvey (1967)

claimed this happens because of the inverse relationship among perceived
threat, trust levels, and defensive behaviors.

"When a person's poten-

tial for influencing the destiny of another is perceived by the latter
to be high, the suspicion experienced in interacting and communicating
will probably rise and the trust fall.

He will be unable to accept at

face value messages from the person he sees as having power over him"
(Bernard and Huckins, 1974, p. 298).

Thus, it is important for the

teacher to be sincerely accepting and treat students as equals.

Combs

(1962, p. 178) pointed out, when a teacher relates to a student as an
equal, the student is encouraged to become active, responsible, and
trustworthy.
In an alternative program using a theory of personal processes,
the teacher must be able to accept and clarify emotional expression and
to relate emotional expression to ideas (Amidon and Flanders, 1967,
p. 3).

Ginott (1965, pp. 39-40) emphasized this:

"It is imperative to

share feelings, emotions, attitudes, and perceptions while conversing
with another."

But, this productive sharing of ideas, interests, and

feelings is based upon the assumption that a person must be free in
using his personal powers (Fromm, 1947, p. 84).
Gefke (1972, p. 10) pointed out that "democratic leaders create
a positive climate wherein all members are encouraged to give their
opinions."

Fox (1969, pp. 279-289) suggested the most effective leader
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encourages maximum communication and more member acceptance of group
decisions.

In such an atmosphere, there is more potential for explora-

tion of personal meanings without the fear of being subjected to ridicule or attack for expressing unique feelings, beliefs, and ideas (Combs
et al., 1971, p. 228).
Glasser (1969, p. 131) added that a teacher must be nonjudgmental.

When the teacher is nonjudgmental, "each child learns that he is

important to every other child, that what he says is heard by everyone,
and that his ideas count.

When children experience the satisfaction of

thinking and listening to others, they are not afraid to have ideas, to
enter into a discussion, and to solve their own problems and the problems of their class by using their brains."

To sum this point up fur-

ther, Combs (1962, p. 71) commented:
Acceptance does not mean the teacher agrees that a student's
meanings are valid, nor does it mean that these perceptions are
made a part of the teacher's way of perceiving. It means giving
the student the privilege of holding and presenting his meanings
without ridicule or attack, the privilege of seeing things the
way he does.
It is in interaction with others that a student
builds his perceptions, the meanings that people, ideas, information have for him. There should be ample opportunity and time
for this type of exploration.

Observe
Daniels and Horowitz (1976) submitted that essential to a caring
relationship is a sensitivity to the needs and directions of others.
Many times, sensitivity in a sharing and caring relationship is displayed through observation.

"The closest we can come to knowing a child

is by making inferences from what we hear him say and see him do" (Wees,
1971, p. 55).

As Wees (1971, pp. 57-58) claimed, "Nobody but me can do
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my perceiving for me, nobody but

m~

can turn my perceptions into ideas

and relate my ideas to create com:epts, and nobody but me can form these
concepts in to the patterns of the mind by which I appraise my own and
other people's education."

Through perceptive observation, a wealth of

knowledge about the student may be obtained.

This knowledge must be

attained by the objective self, and not through heresay.
Not only must the teacher be sensitive in his observations of
the students, the students must, in sharing, be allowed to be the
observers.

"The self, we are told, is largely learned in the 'mirror of

other people'" (Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development,
1972, p. 111).

Students will learn who and what they are not only from

the interactions they have with others, but from observing the actions
and interactions of significant others in their world.
The teacher must be a facilitator in this process of observing.
He cannot control it, though.

Learning is a discovery, sometimes

through 'observation of personal meaning.

"Meanings lie inside of people

and cannot be directly manipulated and controlled.

Learning only occurs

when something happens inside the learner and this is for the most part,
in his, not the teacher's control" (Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development, 1972, p. 69).

By being a facilitator, the

teacher allows these observations to be made by making the classroom as
social a situation as possible.
other, or the world.

,":--". -~~'.'\.:

Students must not be isolated from each
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Summary
Sharing is the fourth step in the theory of personal processes
of learning.

If there is a breakdown, the teacher should consider

retracing his steps in this theory.

One cannot progress until each

step, in its entirety, has been accomplished.

This particular step is

the relationship that develops between co-equals.
tive of teamwork.

This is the initia-

All members give to the relationship, and they reap

the rewards of a productive learning relationship.

CHAPTER 8

ACCOMPANY

Introduction
Wilde (1984, p. 61) advised that knowledge obtained from mutual
sharing is dependent upon the element of mutual accompaniment.

Nothing

is bleaker than the sight of a person striving, yet not fully able to
control his own destiny in a situation of consequence to him (Milgram,
1969, p. xiii).

In answer to this quandary, it is suggested that the

teacher accompany the student in his quest, as a participant.

The stu-

dent must make his own decisions, and will do his own learning.
et al.

(1971, p. 211)

~dded,

Combs

the democratic leader of learning is one

who accompanies others by offering guidance and understanding and moving
with the help and desire of each participant.
Noble (1981, p. 28) saw accompaniment as one system of incorporating and using the views of both the student and the teacher, where
the student is equal and has as much to say as the teacher.

"The word

accompany describes the situation," Barnes (1977, pp. 68-69) claimed,
"where the role of the teacher dissolves into that of learner/participant within the group and where the terms leader and follower seem
inappropriate."

This is the stage where the student, with assistance

from the teacher, has formulated what his learning experience might be.
He now will go out and "do it."
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Many times in the traditional schools, the students are left on
their own to accomplish this learning phase.

Many students have no say

in their assignment, have little motivation, therefore, to tackle it,
and achieve frustration.

So, as a result, many students never partici-

pate in the learning process itself.

Non-participation of students in

their educational process was even more significant for dropouts than
for those remaining in school.

Cervantes (1966, p. 8) found that drop-

outs were very seldom involved or participated in any school-related
activities.
With accompaniment, the student is not simply abandoned by the
teacher.

The democratic process has led them to the pOint where they

have established a personal relationship, and have set goals based on
the students' interests; they will consequently accept their goals
together.

With the element of accompaniment, education is marked by

"learning to learn skills" and involves initial thinking, analytic procedure, inquiry, and self-evaluation (Weinberg, 1975, p. 120).

But, as

importantly, it implies a mutual and continuous participation on both
the teacher's and the student's part.
To bring a student through the process of Contact, Consult,
Find, and Share and not to carry out the accompaniment nullifies the
entire process.

This is because a student tends to fail in learning

when he perceives his goals and values are abandoned (Clark and Kadis,
1971, p. 31).

Thus, Accompany is the fifth and final crucial category.

Actions within this category include:
Reflect, and Accept .

... ._...........
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Doing It, Question, Observe,
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Doing It
The interpretation of Doing It has two implications.

The first

is that the student/learner must now follow through with his interests.
The second implication is that

th~

teacher/participant must willingly

move with the student in his quest and not leave him stranded.

Daunie,

Loudfoot, and Telfer (1974, p. 39) presumed the teacher cannot cause a
pupil to undertake intellectual. activities--he logically cannot induce a
pupil to understand something; he often empirically cannot cause a pupil
to understand.

The pupil will only learn if he chooses to do it.

The

teacher may assist as a guide, but the student participates in the
"doing."

When students tackle learning by "doing it," then education,

according to Fromm (1947, p. 33), will relate itself to the living tradition, not simply by accepting it, but by digesting it, by being in
touch with it, and by creatively changing it.
Reichle (1978, p. 26) claimed that the teacher who accompanies
the students in the processes of learning functions as a builder of
alternatives, a sounding board for choicing among alternatives, a suggestion maker, and a co-designer of new activities.

This is what educa-

tion might want to encompass--the teacher accompanying the student.
Gibbons (1984, p. 595) suggested, in teaching students how to be
self-directing in their learning, "We are saying you have a major
responsibility for what you learn here.

We will show you how and give

you all the training, practice, and support, that we can--but learning
is your job, now and throughout your life."

The goal of education ought

to be to teach children to consider the consequences of their actions
and inactions (Hechinger, 1970, p. 44).

Unless they "tryout" their
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knowledge, they will not keep it.

Thus, the first step in Accompany is

to encourage the student to get out there and "do it."

Farber (1970,

p. 33) stated, "You learn democracy in school not by defining it or by
simulating it but by doing it."

So is it with anything else.

Fantini (1976, p. 44) assumed that "it does not take much time
for the interested learner to acquire almost any skill that he wants to
use."

Spears (1951, p. 96) recalled, "Since a person learns by doing,

the school must provide practice in, as well as knowledge of, democratic
living."

Dewey (1961, p. 101) noted, "A democracy is more than a form

of government; it is primarily a mode of associated living, of conjoint
communicated experience."

Gefke (1972, p. 12) commented, "The demo-

cratic teacher assumes that his role is that of leader-member and helps
the group grow and work productively while sharing the control responsibility."

When a classroom has a democratic setting, each member of the

group accompanies the other in communicative processes.

Barnes (1977,

p. 71) suggested a teacher become equal to the student in the learning
process in order to accompany each student in being self-directing,
self-controlling, and yet cooperating and participating.
The concept of working cooperatively and attempting to overcome
pre-designed challenges to achieve short-term goals has the effect of
improving a child's peer relations and helps to break the failure pattern that he or she has had to cope with for many years (Cardwell, 1976,
p.5).

"Learning," suggested Rogers (1969, p. 162), "is facilitated

when the student participates responsibly in the learning process."
Illich (1971, p. 16) continued, "Only actual participation constitutes
socially valuable learning, a participation by the learner in every
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stage of the learning prpcess,

incl~ding

not only a free choice of what

is to be learned and how it is to be learned, but also a free determination by each learner of his own reason for living and iearning the part
that his knowledge is to play in life."

Dewey (1971, p. 67) summarized:

"There is . . . no point . . . which is sounder than its emphasis upon
the importance of the participation of the learner in the formation of
the purposes which direct his activities in the learning process, just
as there is no defect in traditional education greater than its failure
to secure the active cooperation of the pupil in construction of the
purposes involved in his studying."
Outdoor experience holds great potential for accompaniment.
forces people to work together cooperatively.

It

Wilson (1981, p. 63)

claimed it might be the quickest and most effective way for people to
discover how much they depend on each other and how much more they are
able to do than they ever imagined they could.

By the time the group in

the woods has reached a pre-set destination, it has already begun to
function as a cohesive unit.

"In the woods, the choices are limited,

and making wrong decisions has an immediate effect, you lose your way,
go hungry, overturn your canoe and get everything you have in it soaking
wet"

(Wilson, 1981, p. 87).

By doing it, the student has much to learn.

Question
During the actual accompaniment, there are several behaviors the
teacher needs to engage in to be able to make the learning experience as
fulfilling as possible.

These are Question, Observe, and Accept.

questioning is to be non-threatening, interested, and serve as an
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inquiry for extended learning.
student.

It should not serve as a threat to the

Combs (1962, p. 105) pointed out that "children need to be

challenged, but the negative effect of threat in narrowing perception
and forcing individuals to the defense of existing positions is clearly
antithetical to the kinds of open exploration and discovery essential
for development of a truly adequate self."
Corey (1973, pp. 34-35) felt the learner/participant teacher
adheres to a degree of genuine freedom for the student wherein he can
become a partner in the learning journey.

This type of teacher operates

as a facilitator and uses openness and student freedom to inquire as
studies evolve and develop (Tidwell, 1971, p. 31).
While the participants are involved in their learning process,
it is important the participant devise questions along the way.

This

will be to ascertain the progress the student is making, as well as
solidify the learning.

This also involves careful listening.

The ques-

tions should vary and not be strictly affirmative or negative response
types.

This will build closeness between the participants and serve to

keep the relationship on an personal level.
Questioning serves as a guide for the teacher to be able to better understand what the student is achieving.

It also helps the teacher

to be able to supply the student with tools he may need to further his
progress.

Without questioning, the teacher would not have any idea how

the accompaniment process is proceeding.

",:---- "-"'1.-:-
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Observe
Through observing the student in his "doing it" phase, the
teacher will gain much insight about the student.

Gibbons (1984,

p. 595) pOinted out, "We will be struck by the uniqueness of the individual students expressed in the activities they choose. and in their
struggles and progress."

The joy of learning is seldom expressed ver-

bally, but if there is genuine, interested learning happening, it will
be observable.
The teacher needs to be perceptive to the student's behaviors.
As Potts (1985) stated, language is not so important as observation.

He

continued with, observation gives validity to the assumptions one makes
about the student's behaviors.

The teacher who observes, Potts felt,

has a key to the student for he can observe the reactions the student
makes to certain stimulus.
The teacher needs to observe the student, his progress, and his
reactions while he accompanies him.

Montagu (1962, p. 56) felt man is

most precariously dependent upon his fellow human beings for support.
Through questions and then careful observation, a perceptive teacher
will know when and if the student needs support.

The teacher's purpose

is to create a pattern of competence and success for all students, one
that will affect everything else that they do (Gibbons, 1984, p. 595).
If the teacher is not observing the student while he's "doing it," he
cannot assist in creating that pattern.

After questioning and observa-

tion, it is imperative reflection take place.
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Reflect
Reflect is having the quality, between the teacher and student,
of evaluating, if necessary, the learning; setting future goals based
upon what has been accomplished; and contemplating together upon the
value of what has been experienced.
tal about personalities.

Reflection needs to be nonjudgmen-

It is an open, honest interchange in which the

experience has some sense of completion or application.

When teacher

behaviors tend to be "closed," the student responses tend to be "reproductive."

Rogers (1969, p. 119) felt teachers who are interested in

process, and facilitative in their interactions, produce self-initiated
and creative responses in their students.

Teachers who are interested

in evaluation of students produce passive, memorized, "eager to please"
responses from their students.

Evaluation within the democratic setting

needs to be a self-evaluation.

Combs (1962, p. 147) assumed the

learner/participant teacher is one who uses self-evaluation and has no
use for the marking system, whether it be for punishment or reward.

In

the traditional system, "grades are used to force irrelevant knowledge
on students" (Glasser, 1969, p. 59).

Students need to work with the

teacher to consider if and what he has gained.

Only the student will

have the answers and the right to judge himself.
In Reflect, it is important that learning be considered as
ongoing.

The student always has choices of "where to go from here."

The more the student learns, the more there is to learn.
tive programs advocate the expansion of choices.

Many alterna-

This means a gradual

development of a variety of choices, of which the student may choose as
satisfying or relevant to his needs.

-
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the child has a right to another, and, if necessary, still another"
(Fantini, 1976, p. 21).
In contemplating the student's achievement, it is important
within the theory of democratic processes that anxiety be held
imum.

a~

a min-

Tidwell (1971, p. 47) mentioned it is the intention of the demo-

cratic teacher to become involved with the student in order to develop a
relationship of high trust and minimum anxiety.

Anxiety is the emotion

that is felt by a person who is faced with a threat to his beliefs or
values.

It is "the apprehension cued off by a threat to some value

which the individual holds essential to his existence as a personality"
(May, 1953, p. 191).

May (1953, p. 148) continued, anxiety arises out

of apprehension of disapproval by significant persons within the interpersonal world.
Anxiety takes a different form from student to student.

What is

consistently occurring is there is a threat to the student's value systern.

Combs et al.

(1971, p. 107) expressed:

When a person feels threatened, he is forced to defend the perceptions he already has. This effect of threat upon perception
is extremely well-known to the man in the street, but it is
truly amazing how little attention it has been given as a principle affecting learning. Almost everyone is aware that when he
feels himself threatened, his first reaction is to defend himself in every way he can. What is more, the greater the degree
of threat to which he is exposed the more tenaciously he holds
the perceptions, ideas, or practices he already has. Under the
experience of threat, people find it almost impossible to
change.

A reduction in anxiety may come about in the student "when all
of the ways in which the individual perceives himself, all perceptions
of the qualities, abilities, impulses, and attitudes of the person, and
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all perceptions of himself in relation to others are accepted into the
organized conscious concept of the self, then this achievement is accompanied by feelings of comfort and freedom from tension which are experienced as psychological adjustment" (Kuenzli, 1959, pp. 63-64).
Gefke (1972, p. 17) suggested "a democratic leader
reflects . . . communications with the group and leads the way for associated relationships."

Reflection is the considerations and contempla-

tions of the participants in their pursuit of knowledge.

It is the

reinforcement the student needs when he gets frustrated.

It is the

evaluating of the student progress as he struggles and grows within this
step, the process has reached its peak.

Both participants have shared

and given both to a multitude of experiences.
tionship should be in progress.
far encountered:

A solid, trusting rela-

Reflection uses all the categories thus

Contact, Consult, Find, Share, and Accompany.

Accept
As previously mentioned, only by being accepted can a student
learn to be accepting.

As part of Accompany, the teacher must continue

to display sincere acceptance of the student.

Combs et al.

(1971)

pointed out a major requirement for the development of a good atmosphere
for change is acceptance.

"The teacher must prize the learner and care

for his feelings, his opinions, and his attitudes and thus develop a
basic trust in him" (Rogers, 1969, p. 105).

LeShan (1970, p. 134) felt

the educator will accompany the student and must be a respecter of differences, fully aware that he cannot change a rose bush into a violet,
and not the least bit interested in doing so.

-
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accepted as a person of worth, his point of view is regarded as substantial and as a real and authentic way of knowing him (Moustakas,

1966,

p. 282).

Fitts (1971, p. 25) suggested the teacher needs to make note
that he must accept the student unconditionally, but he does not have to
accept all the behaviors.

A person has limits of acceptance, and if the

student continually insults, threatens, or mistreats the teacher, that
behavior will exceed his limits (Fitts,

1971).

Acceptance of a student

as an individual and unique being means accepting his interests, and
often, in doing so, the teacher must remember to refrain from "helping"
where help may be perceived as interference (Ginott, 1965, p. 20).
"As we move from a competitive, win-lose attitude toward life
into a cooperative, everyone can-win attitude, we will all find it
easier to be with one another in caring ways.

Through sharing and

caring we can all feel better with our lives" (Daniels and Horowitz,
1976, p. 337).
When associated relationships transpire into mutual value,
potentials for self-correction are realized in an atmosphere of acceptance (Wilde, 1984, p. 64).

The benefits of mutual acceptance are

stated by Fitts (1971, p. 25):

"Man can learn to shed prejudice, judg-

ments, conflicts, hate, and misunderstanding if he exhibits genuine
acceptance."

Everyone is personally engaged in a search for acceptance

as a person rather than as a performer of a task (Glasser, 1969, p. 10).
When a student has the experience of appreciating mutual acceptance, it
is then he can choose to be himself.
plifies the well-educated person.

The acceptance of the self exem-
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Summary
Silberman (1970, p. 80) assumed, "It is taken for granted that
if children fail to learn, the fault must lie with them rather than with
the school."

Accompany would put the responsibility on both the stu-

dent's and the teacher's shoulders, for they are venturing into a mutual
experience.

Accompaniment is where participants choose to escort others

in experiencing their shared interests.

"Accompaniment implies compan-

ionship and equality of situation in informal groups" (Erickson, 1980,
p. 44).

To accompany implies participating in the learning experience

(Doing It), to question and observe, to reflect and, always, be
accepting.

CHAPTER 9

SUMMARY

The problem of this investigation was to search out, through
literature and experiences, a conceptual framework which might be appropriate in the development of alternative schools which emphasize the
process of personal relationships among the participants.

The study was

descriptive in nature.
The studies reviewed tended to show that traditional education
is not meeting the needs of all children.

Traditional schools tend to

frustrate creativity and growth among many participants.
have claimed their education to be irrelevant and useless.

Many students
Many educa-

tors claim that, although the traditional philosophy of education is
rooted in the democratic ideal, the practice and theorx of the educational system is not democratic.
There are large numbers of educators who strongly believe that
the relationship which develops between the teacher and student is crucial.

This relationship can affect if, and what, the student learns.

How this crucial relationship develops was given careful consideration.
In response to a need for relevant and useful education, the
alternative education movement has developed.
be offered a va_
teaching styles.

:y of learning environments, of curricula, and
This can best be achieved through alternative

programming.
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Of the studies reviewed, many revealed that one of the major
differences between alternative and traditional schools lies in the
teacher-student relationship.

Most alternative educators believe the

student-teacher relationship is as important as the curriculum.
One approach this author felt was relevant in achieving productive relationships has its roots in Barnes' Theory of Democratic Processes in Classrooms.

His "Other Direction"

seemed appropriate in devel-

oping a conceptual framework on which alternative education can be
built.

The process is broken into steps labeled 1) Contact, 2) Consult,

3) Find, 4) Share, and 5)

Accomp~ny.

This writer developed a framework

from these categories.
Contact is the process where the teacher makes the introductory
move to form a relationship with the student.

Within this process are

1) Observe, 2) Inform, 3) Accept, and 4) Choice.
Within the initial stage of Contact, listening might be the most
basic and necessary condition in developing an open and trusting relationship.

In listening, the teacher must not only hear words, but care-

fully observe the student's reactions, feelings, and meanings.
also need to be involved in a process called Inform.
will learn "how things are done."

Students

This j.s how they

For a trusting relationship to occur,

there needs to be an ambience of acceptance.

The teacher sets the cli-

mate for Accept by both modeling the behavior and assisting the students
in being accepting of others.

The concept of Choice allows for each

person to assume individual responsibility for self.

By being respected

enough to make their own choices, students will take responsibility for
these choices.
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After contact has been made, Consult comes into play.

Consult

is making the effort, through interaction, to learn about the other.
The primary goal of Consult is to determine how the student feels or
sees things.

Certain behaviors take place during Consult.

These are

1) Question, 2) Listen, 3) Concern, and 4) Choice.
For the initial dialogue to take place, the teacher must engage
in Question.

This entails asking the student about himself.

After

Question, the teacher must listen to the student's view of reality_
the teacher does not understand, he must revert to Question.
this interaction,

~~ere

uine contact with

stu\~ents

must be concern.

If

During

Teachers who want to make gen-

must show and feel warmth and concern.

While

consulting, teacher aId student can learn to trust each other, and thus
allow the student to make his own choices.

The purpose of Consult is

for the student to be presented with and discover unlimited choices.
The third step in this framework is an extension of Consult.
is called Find.

It

Discovering the other person's needs, interests, and

concerns is called Find.

This is important as, whenever an interest is

kindled, learning will take place.

Find incorporates 1) Discover and

2) Identify Interest.
Students need to feel they have a part in their education process.

By working with them democratically, they will, in fact, discover

for themselves where their interests lie.

Many times, students are

never questioned on where their interests lie.

Before further advance-

ment in the theory of personal processes can be attained, the interests
must be clarified.

Miscommunication should be avoided.

Frustrations

and conflict will be avoided in the process if teacher and student
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clarify and identify the interest they are going to seek.

Once inter-

ests are discovered, studied, and identified, participants can move on
to the next category, Share.
Share is the stage where Contact is established, Consult has
discovered interests, and interaction through these interests is
occurring.
mesh.

Participants provide, receive, and learn.

Ideas develop and

Involved within this process of Share are 1) Clarify Desired Out-

come, 2) Consider Choices, 3) Plan of Action, 4) Ownership, 5) Accept,
and 6) Observe.
After finding and clarifying interests, the next step is, "So
what?"

Student and teacher need to figure out, based on the discovered

interest, in which direction to pursue it.
decided, choices must be considered.

After a direction is

In this step, participants con-

tribute, share, present, and discover choices, based on the desired outcome.

After consideration of choices, student and teacher need to focus

in on a particular plan of action on which they can achieve their goal.
Relationships become closer as plans take shape.

While working in part-

nership, the student shares responsibility for his education.

Education

changes from being something done "to" a student to something the student does "for" himself.

Thus, a sense of ownership appears.

phases of the process, Accept and Observe must be continued.

As in all
Once Share

has been reached, Accompany may occur.
The student must make his own decisions, and do his own
learning.

Yet, with the process of democratic learning, the teacher

accompanies others by offering understanding, guidance, and assistance

.• :--...
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where needed.

Actions within this category include 1) Doing It,

2) Question, 3) Observe, 4) Reflect, and 5) Accept.
The student, if he chooses to, learns.
the student does the doing.
interest by doing it.

The teacher assists, but

The student needs to follow through in his

The teacher must also do it by accompanying the

student and not leaving him stranded.

While involved in accompaniment,

the teacher questions the student and his progress.
teacher solidifies the learning.
tening.
learning.

Questions are based on careful lis-

As well as listen, the teacher must observe the student and his
Through Question and Observe, the teacher will know when the

student needs support.

Reflect is the considerations and contemplations

of the participants in their pursuit of knowledge.
forcement and evaluation.
tionship.

In Question, the

It includes rein-

Reflect helps cement a solid, trusting rela-

Acceptance is a task everyone is engaged in.

desire to be accepted as individuals.

All people

When a student has experienced

mutual acceptance, he can then be allowed to be himself.

The acceptance

of self and all it entails is an example of the well-educated person.
This is the goal of the process of developing personal relationships
within the alternative school.
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